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12 Reasons LearningRx Brain Training Is Your
Best Value
1. TA:ATS lHE ROOT CAUSE: Mott than 8)% of tta:Jing, attention,
memoryandlearningproblemsare caused by one ormott wuk
cognHjw skilk 1• While tutoring and most therapies treat the
symptoms, LearningRx train training identifies and 6.us the cause.
2. COSTS LESS: DoJJar-for-dolJar, brain training costs much less than
tutoring fa reading and math gains- while at the same time solving
problems and providing gains in attas that tutoring does notaddttss.
3 . FAST RESULTS:lnitiaJ impro'o--ements att sun quickly and just get
better from there 1hat means our clients- and their families - stay
motivated because they see changes right away. Pb.ts, ldds and adults
who come to us because they're behind in school or work Wscoi.""er
that faster results help them get badton track sooner than btei:. and
that builds confidence!

4. TRANSFERABLE GAINS: Brain training gains are transferable to any
class, subject or grade throughout yourchiJd$ entitt school career.
That means you won' t be hirirg tutors fOra variety of chsses,or
paying for tutoring yearafteryear.
S. PERMANENTGAINS:Wemeasurethebrain skills of every client
before training, after t:raJn.ingand, when possible,a year bter. The
gains from our programs are d.tamati: and permanent, as shown in our
most recent report1 on UarningR.x training results.
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8. MA>OMUM GAIN FOR DOLLARS SPENT: Brain training achieves in
l«eks and months what can take ~ars to a:hieve through tutoring
and other services. In the long run that means less time, less monq;
less effort. It also means reaching goalssoonerso you cm get on with
yourlife1.
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9. RETURNON INVESTMENT:OurprogramsraiseIQ.an a-.~rage of 15
points in 12 weeks, and 20points in 24weeks. And because higher IQ.
has been linked to college schohrships, job a:lvancement and higher
inoome fOrUfoe.t,doJJars spentatLearningRxcm provide impressive
financial returfl5.
THE LINK BETWEEN IQAND INCCME'

INCOME AT AGE 30
IQ RANGE

(ADJUSTED FDA 2012)

120+

$89.0•S

110-119
90- 109

$76,198
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CDllEGE GRADS
82"'

1'56,]74
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l49.S91

5%

56%

...

$29,723

10. CLIENTSATISFACTION: When asked, on a sea.le of 1to10, how likely
they are to recommend LearningRx to their friends, our dents give us
a rating of 9.5. That~ abnost2096 higher than the national average and
one of the highest ratings in the country.

6.UNMATC.-EO RESULTS: There is absolutrly no other program
avaiJable todaygettil"@: ti~ dramatic results that we get. And our
resuJts are scientiJicaUy measurable. We track resuhs by resting every
student before and after brain training using the gold standard of
cognith~ skilk trstsadoptrd by educ.tors anddoctorsworl:lwide, the
Woodcock·Johnson Tests of Cognitive Abilities and tht: Woodcock·
Johnson Tes ts of Achie ..~ment2.
7. LIFE APPLICATION: Better mental skills improve driving skills,
athletic petformance, and make cWJy taskseasierand simpler. Our
clients say that, after brain training, they can think faster, learn easier,
read better, pay attention longer and remember better, too. What's
more, these improvements impa:t every area of their Uves.
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11. GUARANTEED RESULTS: We are so certain d the im p-ovements we
get for our clients that we offer a guarantee.Ask your local Lea.rnirgRx
Center for details.
12. UNDISPUTED LEADER INOURFIELD·:Wea.re the largest one·on·one
brain training compmy in the world. We are a completely different
process than tutoring orcUgitaJ, video or online brain training. Our
research-based programs a.re clinic.Uy proven to get unmatched,
dramatic results forchiJdrenandaduhs of all ages.If you (or someone
you love) a.re ready to think f.astrr,readbetter, p.ty attention longer, or
have a sharper memory, you've come to the right place.
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3Mon1hs
Net Gains

1 Mon1h
Net Gains

1\JTORNG
Tutoring
conducted over
schoolye.r. Based
on .werages of 30
reading tutoring
programs

Can tutoring help?
Ifyou're here because your son or chughte ris i.1rugglingin
school, you may be ~ndering ifyou can fix the problem cheaper
with tutoring.Honestly, you m~ht be abk to.It dependsent:ittly
onwhat's causingthe problem. ls the probkminformation-basied or
brain-based? Here's how to tell:

0

INFORM4TION: Ifyour childis i.trugglingina single class
due to missed sessions (or because the information ....un't

taught~ ll to begin with) then the problem isini>rmatbnbasied and hiring someone to 12ach or tttea:h that information is
a good solution.

/":\. COGNITIVE: lfyourchildisstruQffenginmore than one
\::;! class, is a slow reader, has struggled chronically, takes a
longtime doing horn.work, hutoworkov..-lyhard to achi<v.
good grades, or has poor memory at school or at home, the
problem isn' tinformation-basied. In other words, tt12aching the
same informationim't going to solvetheproblcm. lru.tead, the

~ TRANSFERABLE GAINS: Unlike tutoringwhichreteaches
~ infunnation, LearningRx brain training ttorgan.izes neural
connections and e'<<e n ctta12S new ones. TI1is dramati:ally imprm<es
the cogniti'<<e skills thata.12 ttqu.ittd for your child to think, ttad,
learn, focus and remember. These ~ betterthinldng • skills are

transkrable to any class, s ubject or grade throughout your child$
entittschoolcattec Thatmeansyouwon't be hiring tutors i>ra
variety ofclasses, or paying tutoring kes year a&ryear.

LIFELDNGGAINS: Tu. (pins from Learning!U brain tmini1g go
~y beyond academics. Bettermentalskillsimprm<e driving
skills, athletic performance, and make tasks for daily Uving easier and
simpler. Plus, our bra.in tlaining progra.ms att prown to raise IQ by
an~~ of20 points in24wuk/ , which has been linked to job
advancement and h~her sahriu for Uk.
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problemis being caused by one or more "'~akcogniti~ skills

Digital brain tniliUnggames .., fun, and prOYide healthy stimulation
for the brain.
Brain training done with a trainer, ho~w.; is a completely
d.iffettnt proce§ with vastlyd.iffettnt tts ulis. It$ like comparing apples
to, 5a); drill sergeants. ~ first isa healthy choice; the second can

whkhcan bestrengthen<d by LeanUng!U brain tr.Urung.

Ifyour child needs brain training- not tutoring-here$ good
news &om a financial standpoint:

f t DOLLAR-FOR-OD LL AA SAVINGS: Wluk
V the hour¥ ra12 k>rone~m-one brain

clung< your lif.

Researchers ae:-ee. The lar~!lt !.tudy on digital brain
training 12nds to be more than itis for
ga.mes folb~d 11,430 people playingga.mes forsix ~eb
f""O~..,,..,
tutoringi because we get !.uchfast., dramatic
While playersgotbetl2r at the g.unes, their new skills
r--~o ~~eI(( ...,_
tts ulis,you'll actually spend le§ on brain
didn't transkrtoschool or work~. llamingRx brain
.we-"'jt.
2.0
training. Forua.mple, according to the
training done with a tra.inei:; however, is clinically prown
""-2.4 week$
mC6tcomptthensi'<<e studye'<<er done on
to get dramatic improwments that U12rally c~ the
readingtutoringi a year's worth of tutoring
waythe brain performs in school, workand daily Uk.
delivers ttsu.h:s ofone to four months gain in reading
The "' personal training" aspect is the key. When you' re
s kills'. In as Utt.le as 72 hours ofone· on·one brain training,
nally serious about ~your bod)S where do you tum for
howe>~~ Learnrng!U delims 29 years of readinggruns'.
the most dramatic tts ults?Oo you buyane2tcisevideo,ordoyou
ThatS sevm times the improvement of the best !rmill e:-oup
h.itt a personal trainer committed to gettingyououtofyourcomfurt
tutoring for a fourth of the co!lt and in less than halfthe time!
zone and into your better Uk~ Brain training works the same way!
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1\JTORIN:i
Tutoring condJcted
over school year
Based on averages of
30 reading tutoring
programs.*

30,000

What about other therapies?
25,000

If other therapies a.12 needed, Learn ingRx one ·on· one btain training
provides a ga.me<hangingfouruhtion. Onemother, whose son went
through several t:herapiesbcfott coming to Lear~ says one-00·
one brain training improwd her9:>n's thinkingi proce§ ingand memory
skills so dramati:ally that, without a doubt, doing brain tra.iningfust
would ha.,<e made e'<<er)'thingelse much more dl2cti'<<e.

20,000
1S,CXX>
1O,CXX>
5,000

What about digital brain training games,
websites and videos?

TDPlUTDANG
lllAINlRAINNG
Tutoringcordu::ted
BASED READRX
over school year. Based
Bra in training
on .werages ofthetop conducted over6
6 best-performing
months. Based on
reading tutoring
results from all
programs
Leaming Rx Centers.

TOP TUTORING
Tutoring cordu::ted
owr scl-ool )ear
Ba~ on aw-rages
ofthetop6
best-performing
BRAIN TRAINING
reading tutoring
(l>a;sed on averages
programs
ofReadRx
programw ith
LearningR>4

$2,320

If you're stil I wondering if Learning Rx brain
training is right for you or someone you love,
read this:
Coruilltently, ~ar alter ~ar, ourre!.ults are absoh.ttely
unmatched N o other company, program orS)'S12m~1$
an)'thingclaie to the clinically-pra1enand dramatic
improvements in mental performance that we grt for our
clients.
The hrgest one· on-one brain training company
in the world, LeamingRx is both a pioneer and the
undisputed leader in our field .We specialize in taking
the late!ltin brainsdmcr and applying it to help kids
and adults get fuste1:. smar12r btains. \Ve canab9:>lutely
do the same for you or9:>meone you low.
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BRAIN TRAINING IMPROVES GRADES
AND RAISES IQ BY 15 POINTS OR MORE

$83.')ll
$71824

162564

And it o~y gets better from there.

146,744
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Our results lookgreat on a chart.

THEY LOOK EVEN BETTER IN REAL LIFE .
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Who can benefit

from learringRx
brain training?
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'%al stories. '%alfamilies. '%al brain training.

L S
Hurricane Irene special st came
"tl-i s close" to being fred!
"The Biggest Loser" rea.ity TV stars
get fit in body and brain
Everytl-iing you've always wanted
to know about brain train ng (but
didn't know who to ask)
"Your son isn't the same kid
anymore. What happened?"
Doctors woke up his brain, but
could they turn him from a ch Id
back to a man?
The value of a better brain
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Exhibit C, p.1
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How Brain Training Helped Ariel

After Brain Training

Before Brain Training
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Rescuing a Daughter
From Despair
> "How long has your daughter been missing?"
t was a father's nightmare. Even as I answered the officer's questions, my mind was
racing. What else cou ld I do t o find her? I'd searched Ariel's school. I'd left messages with
her friend s. Best I could tell, my sixt een-year-old had disappeared between her last class
and getting on the bus to come home.
This crisis was coming after a heartbreaking year or two, with Ariel hanging around with
the wrong kids and making some poor choices.
The problems began when she started high school.There hadn't been one big sig n, just
lots of little ones. Like how, on Sunday nights, if my w ife or I mentioned school the next
day, Ariel's demeanor would change and she'd say'I know; in a defeated voice. Or how I'd
tell her about a book I thought she'd enjoy and, instead of getting excited like she used
to, she'd frown and say,'No thanks, I don't like reading ~Or the fact that she was spending
hours doing homework every night and her grades were still dropping.
I remember looking at one report card and saying,'Honey, you have t o get bett er grades
than these.' Her voice brimmed with frustration and defeat as she said,'Dad, I can't do it
I'm not smart enough~
A doctor put Ariel on ADD medication and, initially, it helped.Then the side effects
kicked in: headaches, quick temper, loss of appetite, serious insomnia and depression. She
woke up every morning looking drawn and exhausted.
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Ariel simply gave up-on education,
on her future, on everything. She started
skipping school. Getting in trouble.
And now she had run away.
Late that night, we discovered her at
a friend's house and brought her home.
Ariel was safe- for the moment But we
had to find answers and fast We started
researching various learning cent ers and
tutoring options. We spent hours t alking
with people from Sylva n• and other
centers. When we saw an ad for LearningRx,
we began researching brain training, too.
I knew we could go to a tutoring center
and Ariel would perform better in math
or English. But we needed someth ing that
would help her w ith all facet sof thinking,
learning, and life, and Learn ingRx was the
only syst em th at did that
Weeks into the program, we st arted
seein g changes. Homework t ook less time,
and school started making more sense. She
also got completely off ADD medications.
The brain t raining exercises got a lot easier,
too. We did the Partner program, w here
she did half her t raining at the center

I ZearningRx

and haIf w ith me at home. The
accomplishments were all hers, but
it was something we did t ogether,
and it was a hu ge bonding
experience for us.
Today Ariel says that LearningRx
gave her confidence, hope and a
future. She graduated from high
schoo I and is going to co liege. She's
going to be a nurse.
I watched my chi Id go from
having no hope and no thoughtsof
the future, to having
dreams and hopes. I
was losin g my baby
girl, and now I have
her back. I Rx
- Dan ne Zeig ler

Of the students who come to
LearningRx on medication br ADD
or ADHD, 37% report being able to
reduce or stop medication before their
brain training is ewn cofl1lleled!
AOO/ ADHD

MedicMion has be11n- ar soon will b~

•
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reduced or stopped altotaher
Keduaion ofmedkadon has not
,.. ...... d•ormined
Medic•ion has bun lncrelHd
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Hurricane Irene Forecaster was
"This Close" to being Fired

-

How Brai n Training Helped Adam

Before Brain Training

> "You don't deserve to be in the Navy;' announced the

After Brain Trainirg

100 ~---------------~

lieutenant, speaking for a panel of my superiors.

+

80

60

'You have 30 days to save your
career.•
It was the ultim ate'shape up

40

20

or ship out~ Scared and upset ,
I cal led my fam ily and asked
them to pray. I could be fired in

I

a m onth! I needed help and I

~

needed it fast !
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Thei r programs,

th ing I knew, I was in the next lane driving

she said,
im proved

smoothly aro und the stopped vehicle. I was
blown aw ay. I'd never reacted that quickly
before. My brain was truly processing

m em ory and
concentrat ion and
even raised IQ. With
nowhere else to turn, I

The lieutenant w ho had called me a
'bu rden"eight m onths ago w as the firs t in
line to shake my hand.
Recently the East Coast was pummeled

informat ion and making decisions faster

by Hurricane Irene. As the sto rm formed

than ever!

off the Atl antic coast, the base w here I w as

In the foll ow ing m onths, I got a

stationed in Virginia assembled a select

prom ot ion. Then another one.

team of forecasters to t rack the hurricane

I bega n meet ing with a brain
training coach five day s a week

Sho rtly after that, I appeared before a
comm ittee to becom e certified to forecast

and issue w arn ings to the mi litary and the
public. I w as hand-picked to join this team .

for 12 weeks. That first week, I still

hurricanes. After an intense round of

made mistakes at work but was

q uest ioning, they asked me to step o utside.

In 18 m onths, I went fi'om almost being
kicked o ut of the Navy. to being promoted

faster at correct ing them. Soon I

W hen I returned, I looked at everyo ne's

to assistant supervisor and division

w as catching my mistakes before

somber expressions and my heart sank.

trainer-and being told ltl becom e

my forecasts Ieft my desk.

Then I noticed a tiny smile in the corner of

one of the m ost sought-after hurricane

the mouth of o ne officer. He asked, ' How

forecasters.

do yo u th ink you did ?"
•1studied hard, sir. I did the best I could."

God answered my p rayers
and those of my fam ily. And

A few weeks later, I was d riv ing
and looked dow n to adjust m y
car 's air conditioner. W hen I

of ever y 20 forecasts I'd m ake, half would have

looked up, the car in fi'ont of m e

erro rs, and I often could n't remember direct ions

had stopped abruptly- I was

yo u gave the best q ualificat ion boa rd

or passwords. Stil I, the lieutenant's next w o rds
shocked m e.

speeding at 45 mph straig ht
toward brake lights! The next

performa nee th is committee has seen in
six m onths.·

He nodded. 'You not only passed, sailor,

I ~arningRx

a big part of that answer
was Lea rningRx. I Rx
- Adam Hill

'Rtal stories. 'Rtalfamilies. 'Rtal brain training.
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I call LearningRx.

ou're a hindrance. A burden. Dead wei ghe
I was a meteorologist in the Navy and loved
my job bu t, hones tly, I'd been struggling. Ou t

4
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u
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girlfriend suggested

sig ned up.
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Sharper mental skills enhance
every area of life at every stage
of life, which is why our clients
include busy parents, fast-track
professionals, senior adults,
~
professional and weekend
athletes, and others.
Personalized one-on-one
brain training strengthens
IQ
the cognitive skills that make
up IQ and make thinking
and remembering easier
than before. An cl-thanks to
neuroplasticity, which is the
brain's ability to grow and
change throughout your entire
life-brain training works for
every age!
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After Losing

256 Pounds

on "The Biggest Loser;' Phil and Amy
Compare Training Your Brain to
Training Your Body

-

:s
:a
~

hel p~

> Phil Parham dreaded his son's
kindergarten graduation.
e'd been excited
the fi rst ti me
Rhett graduated from
kindergarten. He\:l
even been pleased the
second time. But this
would be the third time his son
Rhett, w ho had been diagnosed
with autism, wouId •gradu ate'from
kindergarten. As Phil watched al I
the other parents glow over this
milestone in their children's lives,
he couldn't help but feel that this
'mil est one• for his family seemed
more like a millst one. Woul d
Rhett ever be able to do well
in school? Have a job? Succeed
in life?
Phil's wife, Amy, also mourn ed th e loss
of dreams for a ' norm aI' life for th eir
son. She says th at, t o cope with th e
stress and emot ion al pa in, she and her
husba nd turn ed t o food for comfort,
packing on close to 300 unwanted
pounds.
Life changed dramatically for the
couple, however, after competing

H

u

in season six of' The Biggest Loser." Phil
and Amy not only lost a combined t ot al of
256 poun ds on the hit rea lity weig ht Ioss
TV show, th ey were contacted by Becky
Mclaughlin, thedirectorofa Lea mingRx
center near their home.
•1saw your story on TV, Bee ky told them.
•1know your son has autism, and I can
The couple was skept ical, having t ried
every t reat ment under the sun. But they
agreed, and now say that, for their autistic
son, one-on-one brai n trai ning has been
life changing.'Doctors had told us there
were so many th ings Rhett could never do.
Now he's in regular classes, he's reading
on grade level, he's doing well in math like
never before. We attended LearningRx two
years ago, and we're still seei ng the resuIts
of that t raining. He's building on the gains
that were made during that time. I can't S<ff
enough good things about Learning Rx.'
Phil adds,'Somebodywho knew what
they were doing came along and helped
us dream again and get a new vision for
w hat was possible.·
Today the reality show celebrities are
passionate about helping people get
heal thy, and they travel nationwide
conducting 90-Day Rtness Challenges.
They are al so passionate about
LearningRx.With a second son curren~y
enroll ed in brain t rainin g, th ey're seeing
the impact th at working with a brain coach
can have on entire families.'Our oth er son
doesnt have autism, but he's a t eenager;'
Phil says with a grin .' Need I say more?'
Ph il and Amy have tried brain t raining
themselves and agree th at -j ust as they
needed person al t ra iners Bob and Jillian
from' The Biggest Loser' t o push them
to their best shape physically- working

6 I {earningRx
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Phil and Amy before

with a personal brain t rainer is the most
effective way to get in shape mentally.
'People w ill spend thousands on gym
memberships; Amy says, 'but how much
more important is it to th ink clearly?
Everybody can benefit
fro m sharpening their
brain. There are all kinds of
reasons to have a coach for
yo ur brain just Ii ke yo u have
foryour body.' I Rx

Meet Phil and Amy at
a Community Autism
Resources Forum in
Your City
Phil and Amy are touring the country
speaking about physical fitness and
brain fitness, too. Humorous and
endearing, the couple also share
openly about the impact of autism
on their family, and the differences
in their lives after brain training. Visit
www.learningrx.com/autismtour to
see when they are coming to ~ur city!

'R.ylstmies. '%alfamilies. '%al brain training.
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Q: How do your programs work?
A:

u

Our research-based programs consist of customized mental exercises, done oneon-one with a personal brain trainer over 12 t o 32 weeks. The' personal training•
aspect of what we do is key.This is because, for brain training t o be effective, it
must incorporate five key in gredients- practice, intensity, seq uencing, load ing and
immediate feedback-and the absolute best way to accomplish these elements is by
working with a persona l brain trainer.

Q: Can't I improve my

brain by myself,
using puzzles and
onllne games?

Q: What differences can I

expect after brain training?
A:

A:

Q: Is there an age limit when brain training Is most

effective?
A:

8

Not at all. The science of brain training is based on
neuroplasticity, which refers to the brain's lifelong ability to
grow and change. At every age and stage in life, your brain can
increase existing neu ra I pathways and even create new ones.
This means the way you think and learn-even your IQ!-is
never set in st one. It can always be changed and improved.

Online games and puzzles
are always great thin gs.
Think of them like eating
an apple instead of
chips. or taking the stairs
instead of the elevator.
But when you're looking
for dramatic changes, you
need something more.
When you're seriousabout
changing your body, you
hire a person al train er. In
the same way, w hen you're
serious about changing
your brain, you hire a
personal brain trainer.

Our stud en ts gain an average of
15 t o 20 points in IQ and move
up an average of 30 percentile
points. But we don't just change
bra ins; we change lives. Kids, adu Its,
athletes. senior ad ults- as well as
people with ADHD, dyslexia, autism,
even traumatic brain injurieswho go through our programs
say the differences in their lives
are dramatic! They say they can
think, learn and remember better
than eve~ A faster, stronger brain
improves performance at school, at
work, in sports-even behind the
wheel of a car.

.I!]

II

To see LearningRx's comprehensive • '

Results Report, go to leamjngrx cnm/re5qlt5 r::'1

Q: How do I get started?
A:

I ZearningRx

• ·

ex scan this image with your smartphone: l.!J

·

The first step is to call the Leaming Rx brain training center near you. They11
answer any questions you may have (th ey can even give you a free brain training
demonstration if you'd Iike one!). The next step is to schedule a comprehensive
cognitive skill s assessment. We use the Woodcock Johnson 111, which is the gold
standard of cognitive skill s testing.You11 leam which cognitive skills are weak,
how those weak skills are impacting daily life, and how they can be targeted and
strengthened thro ugh a customized brain t rai ning program.

'R.ylstories. 'R.ylfamilies. 'R.yl brain n-aining.
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"Your son isn't the
same kid anymore.

What happened?"
> I'll be honest, it hurt to listen to him read.
But that wasn't the worst of it By the time my son Dillon reached high school, he
seemed ticked off mo st of the time. He was acting out in class. He was disrespectful.
Teachers would call me at home and t ell me,'Your son needs t o be more respectful
in cl ass." As if I didn't know!
At home, I'd t ell him t o study for a test and he'd refuse. He'd say,'1don't have t o
study. I understood the homework~And he had. So why did he fail every test?
After we got him tested at LearningRx, it all ma de sense, because his short-term and
wo rking memory skills were really weak. Now we realize he really did understand the
concepts as he learned them; he j ust couldn't hang onto them. No wo nder he was

Reading, perhaps more than
any other academic challenge,
depends on strong cognitive
skills for consistent success.
Students who come to us to
improve their reading, on
average, see a 2.9 year gain in
age-equivalent reading skills.
What's significant is that these
gains are consistent regardless
of where a student initially
ranked in reading. This means
that students who test far
behind their peers-as well as
students who test equal to or
even above their peers-still
improve their reading skills by
about three years.

frust rated and mad at the world. We kept
thin king he was lazy. To motivate him to
work harder, we took hiscell phone away,
took hiscar away, but it never seemed to
work out like we'd hoped.
It makes so mu ch sense, looking back,
now that we know what was going on!
Within weeks of starting bra in training
he was doing things he never could have
done before. The first thing I not iced was
that Dillon wasn't spending nea rly as much
time struggling over homework. In fact,
he fini shed hisassignments so quickly that
I wondered if he was actuallydoing the
work! The only thin g that convin ced me
was th e improvement in his grad es as C's
and D's turned into A's and B's.
Before long, he was using his cell phone
at school to snap pictures of A's on tests
and homework assignments and text them
to me, too excited to wait until he got
ho me to show me the good news!
But what I really loved
was that Di lion

simply became a happier, more confident
kid, both at school and at home. Suddenly
he didn't have to fi ght so hard.The kid th at
teachers used to cal I and complain about
was suddenly behavin g better in cl ass.
His literature teacher, who had Dillon as a
stu dent before and after brain training, told
me my son was a different kid.
In chemist ry, he did so well that he
started tutoring other kids. He actually told
me, 'Mom, this stuff iseasy." I'd never heard
that before!
His final }\ear of school, he was taking the
kinds of t ough classes he never would have
attempted before brain training, including
hon ors chemist ry and an advaneed
calculus cl ass.
To this day he'll try something new and
Si'tf, 'Mom, before Learning Rx I co uldn't
have done that~
You can Setf that again. I Rx
- 5 hannon Graham

Average Reading Gains
Experienced by LearningRx Clients
35

(Based on lnl!lal Reading Skill Level)
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Immediately foll owing the
moto rcycle accident that left the
33-year-old vice president and father
of two severely brain injured, doctors

The family heard a bout so met hi ng cal led

Q,,

life. With Jo hn Ii nal ly stable but
com atose, they turned to an even

and called
LeamingRx,

the cup holder
in the front seat
of the car:'

more daunting task: They needed to

the largest

'wake up' his brain.

one-on-one

The first th ing they did was tape
his eyes open to stimulate his b'a in.

brain t raining
company in the

coming to
LearningRx,

Other days they put ice o n his face.

world.

John's brain

~

was functioning
at the level of

but they were t ryi ng to get him o ut
of the darkness. It was like a coffin

brain t raining
session, John

with a glass lid-he could see out,

to ld hi s trai ner

but couldn't interact with the world

he didn't need
a better memory. She asked, ' How do you

DOCTORS WOKE UP HIS BRAIN ...

-

:a

Before

In an initia l

a four-yearold.Training is

(L) John in the hospital 'Nith his dad. (R) John today.

remember th ings?'
' I put it in my cell

u
:s

phone was. He laug hed and said, ' It's lying
face down in

John still wasn't speaking or m aking

o ngoing, but
at this point hes functioning at the Ieve I
of a yo ung ad ult His family is thrilled. They

phone~

credit doctors with saving John's life and

' Where's your cell phone now?"
He got quiet.'I can't remember:'

waking up his brain. But
they thank LearningRx for

Within weeks, John could tell w hen he

turning John from a chi Id

eye contact. One day a speech

was t alking too loud and would quiet

therapist walked into John's room,
looked at John and his mother and

himself. As his memory improved, so did
his social skill s. Suddenly he could hang

Scan withyour
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back into a m an. IRx
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said, ' Hey John, w hds this w ith yo u?'
(not expecting him to respond, of

How Brain Training Helped John

course!)
John said, 'Mom~ It was his first

1 00 ~---------------

word in 335 days.
He went home the following
week. But six months later, Jo hn still
couldn't remember anything longer

> John woke up, spotted the
bulky diaper around his hips
and wondered how he was
supposed to get his blue jeans
up over that!

left al one even briefly. He couldn't

That's the first thing he remembers after
spending 70 days in a coma, undergoing

"fi lter; talking loudly no nstop and
expressing every random thought

three brain surgeries, and spending nine m ore
months in a semi-coma.

lest he forget it.
His dad says, ' After someone with a

12

w hat was appropriate.
One day his trainer asked where his cell

' brain training'

he COLI Id see:'
Eleven months after the accident,

WHAT?

onto thoughts, sort them , and express

get them back w here they can functio n,
have a job, do their thing?*

worked frantica lly to save Johns

His m other explains, i t seemed cruel,

NOW

t-:

TBI comes home, w hat then? How do you

than a minute. He got disoriented if
taste o r smel I and saw everything
through w hat he described as a
watery tunnel. And conversatio ns
were near impossible. He had no

The news is filled 'Nith stories of soldiers,
professional athletes, kids in sports,
and public figures coping with the
debilitating effects of even 'minor"TBls
such as concussions.
TBI victims experience headaches,
learning challenges, slower thinking
and decision-making, memory loss,
depression and even losses in career
and income. The good news is that
intense one-on-one brain training offers
unprecedented hope for people with TBI.
The results are not only dramatic, they're
measureable and permanent.

I ktt1·11it1gRx
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Brain Training: A Smart Investment
Learn ingRx bra in t raining- done one-on-one in a coaching
environment-raises IQ by an average of 15 t o Xl points,
which statistics link t o higher salaries. In fact, a study by the US
Department of Labor St atistics showed th at a gain of even 10
IQ points can result in a S9,000 toS18,000 increase in annu al
ea mings. Mui ti ply that by 40 years of employment and the
numbers become even more impressive!
Learn ingRx bra in
t raining is proven
Income ac age 30
to increase IQ by an
IQ Range
(adjusced for 2010)
average of 15 pointsor
$83,933
120+
more.That means for
every dollar spent on
$7 1,824
110- 119
brain training, there's
90- 109
$62,564
a return of S127 over a
client's lifetime.
$46,744
80- 89
$28,017

Q,,

u
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Stati sties show that, dollar for dollar, bra in t raining is seven times more effective
than tutoring. This is because, w hile the hourly rate for one-on-one brain training
is more than the hourly rate for group tutoring, brain training prod uces results so
quickly th at it can cost literally thousands of dollars less th an tutoring for th e same
improvements!
Plu s. tutoring reteaches information
that a student might not have
grasped the fi rst ti me arc und. Brain
t raining physically reorganizes neural
pathways, creating a faster, smarter
brain for a lifetime!

:a
~

Does It Last?

Is Brain Training Worth the Cost?

<80

~

How Does Brain Training Compare to Tutoring?

The Value of a

Our programs creat e results th at
are dramatic and lasting- and
we've got the numbers to prove
it! Using the gold standard of
cognitive skil Is testing- the
Woodcock Johnso n 111- we
measure the cognitive skills of
every client before and after brain
t raining. Whenever possible, we
measure again a full year later.
But don't t ake our word for it.
Check out these 'General
Intell ectu al Ability'
(also known as IQ)
J(!ioT•:
scores of clients
tested before bra in
t raining, immediately
after brain t ra ining,
and a year later.
Twelve months after
completing their
programs, our clients
ret ained 103% of th eir
gains! That mea ns
their IQ scores have
not only held steady,
they've actually
continued to increase!

14 I ZearningRx
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Brain Training
is Life Changing
LearningRx brain training helps:
Struggling students learn easier
Good students excel
Career adultsgain a competitive
edge
Weekend and professional athletes
think faster on their feet
Senior adults stay mentally sharp
Stroke andTBI victims regain lost
brain fundion
Kids and adults find
answers for ADHD,
autism, dyslexia,
learning challenges
and more!

To watch videos related to each
of the stories in this issue, scan
the QR code after each article or
visit learninqrx.com/!ife-chanqinq.
Ufe Changing is published by
LearningRx, the largest one-on-one
brain trainin_ com. an, in the world.

....................................................
What's real brain t rain ing like?

Get Started This Week!

Come see for yourself!

Save $50!

You are personally invited to visit
our center for a complimentary
brain training demonstration.
Call us today to find out more!

Schedule a comprehensive
Cognitive Skills Assessment today
Testing regularly priced at $299

719-550-8263

719-550-8263
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Exhibit C, P-9

Exhibit D

LearningRx Works!
As t he largest one-on-one brain t raining company in
the world, we get unmatched results with our unique
"personal trainer" approach, raising IQ an average of
15 points and improving mental skills an average of
30 percentile points. No other program- including
video brain games, tutoring or brain training
websites-gets the dramatic, measurable results that
we get. Our programs guarantee improvements for:
Students of all ages wanting to perform better in
school
Kids and adults with ADHD, autism, dyslexia and
learning disabilities
Beginning students (pre-K through 1st grade) for a
strong launch into a lifetime of learning success
Working adults looking to excel in their careers
Senior adults who want to stay mentally sharp
Victims of strokes and traumatic brain injuries
To discover how brain training can help you or
someone you love, call or visit a Learning Rx Brain
Training Center near you:

, .
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Brain Training
What it is, how it works, and why you should care.
Billy Simpson was a bright 1S-year-old kid who was struggling through high school. College was out of the
question. Now, Billy is a bright young man who is excelling in his junior year at a major university and looks
forward to a lifetime of opportunities and success. What happened?
Chad Simonyi was a young father struggling to complete the training he needed for work advancement. In
fact, he read so poorly that he was even embarrassed to try reading to his young son. Chad is now enjoying the
challenge and the extra income that comes with his new position at work. His new favorite pastime? Watching
his son doze off to sleep as he reads to him at night. What happened?
Andrea Kohler started out excited about school, but by the time she started third grade, she was discouraged,
frustrated, and beginning to withdraw. She is getting great grades in fourth grade now, and showing renewed
self-confidence. What happened?
What made the difference? Every one of these lives was touched by the power of brain training.

What is brain training?
Simply stated, brain training changes your capacity

of need. Then she works one-on-one to help you

to think and learn. For years-literally for over

execute those personalized exercises to maximize

a century-it was presumed that intelligence
potential was fixed at birth. As a result, it was

results. In a similar way, a professional brain trainer
reviews cognitive skills test data, uses exercises

thought that learning disabilities were permanent.
Science has now proven that neither is true. In fact,

thattarget any skill weaknesses, then works with

the brain can be strengthened and IQ increased.

changes in learning abilities and performance.

How does it work?

you or your child one-on-one to produce dramatic

Why should you care?

Research has identified cognitive skills as the root

Success tomorrow depends on good choices

source of learning. Brain training describes a set of

today. A 2005 study in one of the nation's largest

revolutionary new techniques developed by brain
researchers and educators that test, target, and

school districts revealed that one year of small

strengthen specific mental skills. If mental skills-such

group tutoring added only one additional month

as auditory processing and memory-are strong,

of reading proficiency to students' reading levels.
In contrast, brain training combined with reading

learning comes easily and naturally. If skill weaknesses
remain hidden, a student will face occasional or

instruction produced over 3.5 years of improvement
in 6 months. Nothing else can do what brain

even chronic learning, reading, and performance

training can do.

struggles. Strengthening weak skills is the key.
This is where personalized brain training excels. It
is like a personal trainer at the gym. She will design
strategic exercises to target your specific areas

Experience the power of brain training.

2

train the brain. get smarter. guaranteed.
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My Personal Journey
Does your student struggle to learn or read? I understand because
I was one of them.
As a child I simply could not read fluently. Back then, little was
known about the specifics of learning and reading struggles; I was on
my own.
By today's standards I would be labeled dyslexic. I studied 5
minutes before spelling tests and scored 1OOoA>, but failed the 6-week
reviews. I couldn't sound out words, or remember things very well.
It was difficult, but I compensated for my
weaknesses, worked excessively hard, and
persevered through a professional graduate
program.
Over the years I learned that I wasn't unique in
my reading struggles. That motivated me to cocreate the cognitive skills programs that form the
foundation of LearningRx today.
Each positive result fueled my motivation
Dr. Ken Gibson
LearnlngRx Founder
to help more children achieve, or exceed, the
and President
academic level of their peers. Our brain training
programs have succeeded beyond my expectations.
On average, we get twice the results in less than half the time of
tutoring or other learning or reading programs available to parents

YOUR GUIDE TO LEARNING RX
BRAIN TRAINING
People We Can Help ................. 4
Struggling Students
Advanced Students
Preschool and First Graders
College Age Adults
Career Adults
Senior Adults
TBI Sufferers

The Value of Brain Training .........

s

Symptoms & Issues
ADHD and Attention Issues ............ 6
Reading Problems and Dyslexia ........ 7
Traumatic Brain Injuries ................ 8
End Learning Frustrations Now ........ 9
Autism and Other Syndromes ......... 10
Gain a Competitive Edge ............. 11

today.
With advancements in research and new available training,
accepting labels like Ndyslexic~ settling for low learning potential, or
simply compensating for learning problems is no longer necessary.
Simple testing can uncover the root cause of almost any student's
struggle. The right personalized training can turn that weakness into a
lifetime of strong learning and performance.
Take a look at what LeamingRx offers and contact us. I am certain

To find a center near you, visit:

we can help. ~

www.learningrx.com

If you are interested in learning more
about brain training, please call
LearningRx today.

~
-- ----..:::::
~

train the brain. get smarter. guaranteed.
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People Brain Training Can Help
The real value of brain training is measured solely by its power to improve

Weak cognitive skills add unnecessary but frustrating barriers to learning,
and the resulting failures destroy self-esteem and confidence. For students
struggling with learning, reading, math, or the entire school experience,
brain training does what tutoring cannot - it attacks learning problems at
the source, and strengthens weak skills.
Even small gains in efficiency yield big advantages in highly competitive
schools. Brain training helps advanced students by uncovering hidden
learning potential and maximizing their already strong learning skills. It's like
raising a professional baseball player's batting average from 285 to 325. He
goes from good to super-star with all the privileges that brings.
Young students just getting started in school have a strong enthusiasm
for learning. Brain training with LearningRx's LiftOff program eliminates
any hidden skill weaknesses before they have a chance to dampen that
enthusiasm and create frustration. This training prepares the preschool or
first grade child for a lifetime of academic success.
The essential benefit of stronger learning skills is easier learning. Collegeage students benefit from brain training when they apply faster processing
and enhanced memory skills to the "rapid fire" educational environment of
college. Brain training helps the college-age student hit their school year in
full stride, and avoid the sense of being overwhelmed.
Learning weaknesses carried over from childhood often prevent the full
pursuit of life's opportunities. Learning challenges are presented with every
new job or potential promotion. Brain training can strengthen weak skills
at any age. Faster learning as an adult can be a significant career advantage
and can open otherwise inaccessible doors.
Brain training helps older adults sustain confidence. Natural aging does
impact memory and reasoning skills, but these declines are too often
accepted as unavoidable. Brain training takes advantage of the brain's
neuroplasticity- its ability to build new pathways, memory, and reasoning
"power centers" - and reverses the effects of aging.
Traumatic brain injury victims want renewed memory function and the
ability to think clearly again. Specific brain training exercises quickly rebuild
individual cognitive skills, actually rehabilitating the brain and restoring
lost mental function by allocating new neurons, synapses, and pathways to
compensate for any damaged areas and loss of function.

4

train the brain. get smarter. guaranteed.
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lives.
Results & Benefits
t 4LJMM HBJOT CFUXFFO  BOE  ZFBST
t 1FSDFOUJMF HBJOT BT NVDI BT  QPJOUT PS NPSF
t -FBQJOH BIFBE PG POFUIJSE PG ZPVS DMBTTNBUFT
t 4LZSPDLFUJOH TFMGFTUFFN BOE DPOöEFODF

t 6ONBUDIFE DPNQFUJUJWF BEWBOUBHF
t /P XBTUFE MFBSOJOH QPUFOUJBM
t 6ODPWFS TQFDJBM BQUJUVEFT
t 6ONBTL BOZ IJEEFO XFBLOFTTFT

t )FBE Pò QPUFOUJBM QSPCMFNT
t &OIBODFE iMFBSOJOH UP SFBEw TLJMMT
t " TFUVQ GPS MPOHUFSN TVDDFTT
t &BSMZ DPOöEFODF BOE TFMGFTUFFN

t &OIBODFE DPOöEFODF
t #FUUFS GPDVT
t 4IPSUFOFE TUVEZ UJNFT
t "CJMJUZ UP BEBQU UP OFX BDBEFNJD DIBMMFOHFT

t 3FGSFTIFE MFBSOJOH TLJMMT
t 4IBSQFOFE NFNPSZ TLJMMT
t " DPNQFUJUJWF DBSFFS BEWBOUBHF
t (SFBUFS TFMGDPOöEFODF BOE QPJTF

t 3FOFX PS TVTUBJO WJUBM NFOUBM TLJMMT
t &OIBODF NFNPSZ BOE SFBTPOJOH
t 3FUBJO JOEFQFOEFODF
t &OKPZ MJGF XJUI OFX DPOöEFODF

t 3FOFXFE IPQF
t 3FTUPSFE NFNPSZ GVODUJPO
t 3FHBJOFE TFMGDPOöEFODF
t /FX BOE SFOFXFE DBSFFS PQUJPOT

The Value of Brain Training
We promise to maximize the value of your
investment in brain training.
At LearningRx, we measure value by the degree our brain
training produces a better life for you or your student
through improved learning skills. Skill gains are confirmed
by the gold standard of cognitive skills testing. Gains in
self-esteem, confidence, and performance are obvious.
If you compared the cost of tutoring with our customized
one-on-one brain training, which is the better value?
The answer is clear—LearningRx brain training wins
hands down.
A 2005 study by the Chicago School District measured
the results of a year of reading tutoring given to 56,000
students using 30+ different tutoring programs. The
results after one year: The effort added only an additional
one month of reading proficiency on average! Even the
best performing program among the 30+ programs tested
only netted students four months improvement!
Contrast those gains to students who went through
LearningRx’s brain training program focused on reading:
ReadRx achieved net gains of over 3.5 years! Not only
is our personalized brain training a better value (it outperformed the best tutoring program by over 10 times),
these dramatic gains happen over such a short time (6
months or less) that trainees see their improvement and
become highly motivated to succeed.
Alternatives simply take too long and produce gains
too small to
EXAMPLE
affect real
Brain Training vs. Tutoring
change. Don’t
Reading skill improvement based on improving word
let the lower
attack, a critical reading-specific cognitive skill.
initial cost of
starting tutoring AVERAGE SKILL YEARS GAINED
3.5 Years
deceive you.
Net Gains
Customized
brain training
would be the
better value
even if it cost
two or three
times as much
4 Months
1 Month Net Gains
as it does—
Net Gains
because it gets
All
“Best”
Brain Training
results.
Small Group Small Group
Based
Tutoring

Tutoring

ReadRxTM

80 hours of
training over
a school year

80 hours of
training over
a school year

72 hours of
training over
six months

train the brain. get smarter. guaranteed.
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ADHD and Attention Issues
Brain training as a treatment of attention struggles

Brain training often minimizes or
eliminates the need for medication
Brain training can be added to any student's
treatment plan. Does your child currently depend on

medication-based treatment only? Cognitive skills
brain training can supplement, and in many cases
mitigate or eliminate, medication.
Results are often dramatic. Recent LearningRx
trainees (diagnosed as ADHD prior to entering
the program) completed customized training and
experienced a 166% average increase in shortterm memory efficiency and an incredible 288%
average increase in processing speed. These gains
ttention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and

A

related attention issues are a major concern to

parents. Medication therapy and special classroom

accommodations are the most common choices used to
help students diagnosed with ADHD. Brain training is a
tool that can expand a parent's treatment options. Much
of its benefit to ADHD students comes from the ability of a
professional brain trainer to precisely target and enhance

moved them up the percentile rank 29.0 and S0.3
points respectively. These skill gains were obviously
exciting, but the more important benefit is that
these students now enjoy peace and focus in school
previously thought to be impossible. This is the
power of brain training!
To explore the possible impact of brain training
on your child, call your Learning Rx Brain Training
Center today.

specific attention skills.

Attention can be improved
General attention skill is actually a composite of sub-skills
such as sustained attention (staying on task), selected
attention (ignoring distractions), and divided attention
(attending to more than one task). Properly designed
and administered brain training exercises can isolate and

Average percentile points gained in
processing speed - Learning Rx trainees
diagnose d with ADHD

improve a student's ability in each of the sub-skills. This
precision targeting of skills makes brain training a unique
and powerful treatment option.

Key Attention Cognitive Skills

6

• Processing Speed
• Executive Function
• Short-Term Memory

rlearnin~Rx:;i

• Attention (all)

Experiencethepower of brain training .

train the brain. get smarter. guaranteed.
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Reading Problems and Dyslexia
The secret weakness behind most poor reading

Dramatic reading improvement
In a recent study, LearningRx students ranging in age
from 9 to adult recorded life-changing improvement.
These students were slow readers when they began
training-they were all in the bottom quarter of their
classes. In only 18 weeks they gained an average of
50.5 points in auditory processing skills. These gains
(combined with a 188% gain in word attack skill and a
230% increase in working memory efficiency) helped
these fortunate students jump past many of their
classmates and become better readers.

f you struggle to read, or know of someone who does,

I

there's one important key that can produce dramatic
improvement quickly. Most struggling readers have a

Memory Enhancement
for All Ages

corresponding auditory processing skills weakness.
Auditory processing weakness can manifest in several
ways: difficulty distinguishing between similar sounds,

Simple steps to better memory
Young or old, for your entire life, your brain retains

trouble recognizing simple sound combinations, and

the capacity to reassign unused or

struggling to accurately blend sounds together. Any

little used neurons (brain cells) and

of these weaknesses hinder fluent reading-all are

synapses (connections) in response

associated with a cognitive skill weakness. Only a reading
program that uncovers and strengthens the weak auditory

to properly designed mental
training exercises. The science

processing skill has any chance to produce lasting reading

built into LearningRx brain training

improvement. This is where the power of brain training

maximizes the brain's adaptability called

makes the difference!

neuroplasticity to expand the specific areas used for
processing. These newly developed Npower centers"

Brain training leads to reading potential

generate fresh mental capacity that enhances

Effective reading help begins by identifying any weak

memory skills, and easily outpaces natural age-

underlying skills-like memory or auditory processing.

related decline in the elderly. This means that brain

Then, specific training exercises are applied. Once a

training can enhance and extend vital memory skills
for the student, the career adult, or the senior.

strong cognitive foundation is established, a unique
sound-to-code reading system helps develop new
reading techniques and habits in the student. Reading
is transformed from a slow, choppy effort into a fast
and efficient learning tool.

Average percentile gain in auditory
processing - trainees who pre-tested
as slow readen
train the brain. get smarter. guaranteed.
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Symptoms & Issues

Traumatic Brain Injuries
Brain training opens the road to recovery

Brain training can systematically renew
lost brain function
Professional brain training works by isolating and
strengthening specific cognitive weaknesses,
whether natural or the result of a trauma. The right
method of training can significantly build up weak
areas of the brain, restore function, and eliminate
symptoms. The training forces the brain to better use
and/or grow new pathways, and that makes it work
faster, smarter, and more efficiently. Suddenly, things
you really struggled with can be easy.

Results can be life-restoring

H

eadaches, memory loss, inability to concentrate,
irritability and depression – these symptoms are
the daily reality of Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI), a
condition that leaves victims and their families struggling
to know what to do next.
Whether TBI is the result of a favorite activity like biking
or skiing, an auto accident, or a wartime injury, sufferers
know that things are not the same. If you are one of those
looking for answers, LearningRx brain training offers you
and your family the chance to begin to regain the life you
had before TBI.
Brain trauma often severely weakens the essential
cognitive skill strength a person relied upon prior to the
injury. Newly weakened mental skills are often linked to
these common debilitating symptoms of TBI:

The power of brain training is now shortening the
recovery time for brain trauma victims, and in many
cases providing results that other rehabilitation
efforts failed to produce.
" SFDFOU ZFBSPME -FBSOJOH3Y USBJOFF TVòFSJOH
TBI effects from an IED blast in Iraq averaged a 53.1
percentile cognitive skills gain after completing 18
weeks of custom brain training. His largest gains
were in the specific skills most problematic in
cases of severe TBI: short-term memory (77 points)
and working memory (70 points). In this soldier’s
case, these gains produced virtually full functional
restoration. Another Army wife reported, “I got my
husband back.”
Call LearningRx today to discuss the potential of
adding brain training to a TBI recovery program.

t 1PPS NFNPSZ PS NFNPSZ MPTT
t 1PPS DPODFOUSBUJPO BOE MBDL PG GPDVT
t *OBCJMJUZ UP QFSGPSN TFRVFOUJBM UBTLT
t %JóDVMUZ PSHBOJ[JOH UIPVHIUT BOE BDUJWJUJFT
t 1PPS QSPCMFNTPMWJOH EFDJTJPONBLJOH BOE
planning skills
t 1PPS SFBEJOH DPNQSFIFOTJPO

+77.0

Percentile points gained in short-term memory
by one soldier following a customized brain
training program from LearningRx

t 5BLJOH B MPOH UJNF UP DPNQMFUF UBTLT
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train the brain. get smarter. guaranteed.
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End Learning Frustrations Now
Brain training delivers real change to students of all ages

No other solution can do what brain
training does
LearningRx students from 2007 who entered the
program scoring in the bottom 25th percentile
improved dramatically. By teaming up with a skilled
brain trainer, they experienced across-the-board
skills gains of over 26.0 percentile points. This more
than doubled their learning skill strength. It also
allowed them to catch up with or surpass many of
their classmates.
Improvement like this translated into more than
just academic success. Grades, self-esteem, and love
of learning skyrocketed.
tudents learn with their mind-specifically, with

S

the unique mix of cognitive skills strengths and
weaknesses each one possesses. Skills such as

Making Math Make Sense

visual processing, processing speed, logic and reasoning,
and long-term memory determine much more than just

A love for math is not for a select few

an individual's IQ score. These and other foundational

Numerical fluency is a student's ease with numbers

mental skills determine how easy it is for a person to

and numerical concepts. Just like other learning
skills, "number sense" can be enhanced.

learn and read.
If your child faces a learning disability, brain training
could help mitigate or even eliminate that frustration.

Number sense goes beyond simple calculations
and enables the student to see relationships
between calculations and quantities. Just as

Not all students have the same learning
skills

musicians "hear" the music in their heads, strong

Tutoring, Individual Education Programs (IEPs), and

"see" math in the world around them.

numerical fluency and number sense lets students

classroom structures often overlook this fact. If your
child struggles while others succeed, one or more weak

focuses directly on the brain's ability to grow, and

cognitive skills are almost certainly the cause.

literally expand, a student's capacity to learn and

LearningRx brain training offers you the tools you need
to strengthen weak learning skills. Your child can learn

understand mathematical concepts.

The LearningRx proprietary math program

faster and easier. He or she can begin to read fluently and
without frustration. School can actually be fun again-or
maybe, fun for the very first time. These transformations
can happen because of the power of brain training!
Across-the-board percentile gains that lifted
under-performing students to above average
skill ranking

train the brain. get smarter. guaranteed.
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Symptoms & Issues

Autism and Other Syndromes
Brain training offers parents treatment alternatives

“Mom, I can do this on my own.” I couldn’t believe
what was happening.
On February 2008 I attended a meeting at his
school about his special education services. To
my surprise, the whole team was there. Each
therapist went over their individual goal and
evaluation report with me. They explained how
they have never seen such a drastic change in
an individual. He had completely exceeded their
goals and expectations. After the meeting, Tripp
was released from all special education services.
We had certainly received our miracle!
—The Bell Family, Little Rock, AR

B

rain training can add a life-changing option to
the treatment of Autism, Asperger’s Syndrome,
Pervasive Developmental Disorder (PDD), and
other learning conditions. Consider this testimonial from
the parents of Tripp Bell, a LearningRx student from Little
Rock, Arkansas.
Shortly after Tripp’s fourth birthday, I started noticing
changes in his behavior and his motor skills. At the
end of his kindergarten year we finally received the
dreadful diagnosis. The diagnosis was: PDD (Pervasive
Developmental Disorder) which is a form of Autism,
ADD, Learning Disabilities, and Severe Short-term
Memory Loss. Needless to say, we were devastated.
The next 3 years were devoted to seeking the help
he needed. We tried medications, Speech Therapy,
Occupational Therapy, different food elimination diets,
and allergy injections. For a short amount of time he
would obtain his goals, however he would then revert
back. It seemed that our options were running out; until
I spoke with a friend about LearningRx.
Tripp began the 24-week program during October
2007. He would train 3 times a week with a trainer,
then I would home train 3 - 5 hours a week. About two
months into the program Tripp started saying,

Results can produce profound
improvement
Children with PDD, Autism, or Asperger’s Syndrome
respond well to treatment that is regular and
predictable. LearningRx Brain training is highly
ordered, and touches both strengths and
weaknesses critical to successful treatment.
Pre- and post-test scores from Autistic students
revealed that customized LearningRx brain training
produced across-the-board percentile gains that
averaged 19.2 points.
Our non-invasive treatment contributed
significantly to the improved quality of life these
families are experiencing. Call LearningRx to speak
with a specialist about the power of brain training.

+19.2

Percentile points gained across all
learning skills in LearningRx trainees
diagnosed as autistic

If you are interested in learning more about brain training, please call LearningRx today. To find a center near you, visit: www.learningrx.com

10

train the brain. get smarter. guaranteed.
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Gain a Competitive Edge
From preschool to college prep, brain training helps students face fierce competition

Preschool Preparation
Learning Rx Liftoff school-readiness
program
Don't waste your preschool or first grade child's
natural enthusiasm for learning. Early brain training
will prevent potential learning problems and build
cognitive strengths for a lifetime of success. The best
investment is before weak skills frustrate your child's
natural love of learning.
LearningRx's school readiness training program,
LiftOff, is especially designed for preschoolers and
first grade students. It builds a strong cognitive

0

7.1

nly a small percentage of students break through

foundation, and then applies a powerful reading

to be accepted at America's elite universities. As an

program and memory training system to take the

example, Harvard broke all records, accepting just

guesswork out of learning and reading success in
school.

percent of applicants. 1 In

the nation's elite universities,

A study in Tallahassee, Florida, showed that

competition for admission is fiercer than ever.

young students that received this type of training

The rich rewards of better learning skills

were 90% less likely to have a reading problem than

Graduates from elite institutions often benefit

untrained preschoolers.
Prepare your son or daughter to win-give your

exponentially from life's opportunities in comparison
to their peers. A recent study by Caroline Haxby, an
economist at Harvard, concluded that those who moved

child the ultimate learning advantage through brain
training.

from paying average tuition at public college to paying
average tuition at a private school earned back the
difference in cost more than 30 times over. 2 This translates
into million-dollar advantages over degrees from lesser
universities.

Average IQ points gained by LearningRx
brain training students in 2009

Getting into a top-tier institution is difficult. Public college
admission accepts SAT scores in the 90th percentile for
verbal and 86th in math. Private school admission requires
SATs in the 96th percentile in verbal and 93rd in math.

Give your child the maximum competitive
advantage
To gain the maximum advantage, consider brain training.
In 2009, LearningRxtrainees gained an average of 14.51

1ApplicationBootCamp.com -un-archiYed artides: search for article I 13711
2 Money.CNN.com - online archiYes; search for article I 278924

points in their IQ scores!

train the brain. get smarter. guaranteed.
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We discovered the power of brain training at LearningRx.
"We came to LearningRx frustrated with Isaac's lack of self-confidence and memory problems at school. His trainer was
awesome with him. She pushed him to do his best and did not let him give up. At the same time, she was always there to
give him positive feedback. Isaac's self-confidence has skyrocketed. He never complained about going to LearningRx and
was never embarrassed to let others know he was going.
We are continuing with LearningRx because we see how Isaac can continue to improve his memory. Writing assignments
have gotten easier for him ... we have been really pleased with the results. Just seeing his self-confidence soar has been
worth every penny we invested./ wish schools would use this program and incorporate this into their special needs
program, then more children could benefit from this. The people at this LearningRx really seem like they care about the
children, notjust about what they are doing at LearningRx, but at school and their personal life.n

-Scott and Patty M. Mesa, AZ, parents of Isaac, age 12
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You can get started this week!
Take your first step to brain training by calling your
neighborhood LearningRx center and schedule a
comprehensive Cognitive Skills Test.

I

Come into your local LearningRx
EINSTE~ center to receive a free copy of

I

UNL.OO<THE
INSIDE:
::r.::-

UNLOCK THE EINSTEIN
INSIDE by Dr. Ken Gibson
A$19.95value

I
I

1
1

FOR A LIMITED TIME

)

SAVE $50

'-------------------~
To find a center near you, visit:

www.learningrx.com

Similar professional testing elsewhere costs $600 and up.

\

'---------------------------~

LearningRx is growing.
If you have a passion forchanging peoples lives, we invite you to explore the LearningRx Franchise opportunity. We are at the forefront of a newwCNe of educational
thinking that actually transforms how people learn and read. Dedicated parents, professiona Is, and business people are excited about the power of brain training.
You can be too! Call us at (866) 679-1569, or visit learningrx-franchise.com

eo,,..1ght 02010 - Lei ming Ax.. Inc. All material herein is protected under copyright laws d the United States. No reproduction by any means, manual or electronic, without express written permission from
LearningRx. Inc. is allowed. Klr more infomiation contact your be.al LeamingRxTraining Center or visit our Web site: l•rnlngrs.c:om. LearningRx. is a trademark of LearningRx, Inc.
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Would a gridiron concussion
keep David from landing his
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Life Is a Journey.
Take Snacks and a Backpack.
> This mother-of-four says brain training is equipping
her children for life.
II what if I hate it?"
Ten-yea r-o ld Luke waved the question like a bright red flag. His mo m, Julie, had
just to ld him he'd be starting brain training at Learning Rx and he was dubious about the
idea, even tho ugh his brother and sister were in the same program and loved it!
His first day at the LearningRx Center here in Jacksonv ille, Florid a, Luke frowned as
he headed off w ith his trainer for their first session.Wa iting in the receptio n area, Julie
th oug ht about the crazy journey that had led her family to try brain training in the first
p lace.
Two years earlier, Julie's son Joshua, then 11 , had been diagnosed w ith ADHD and
oppositio nal defiant disorder (ODD). Sea rching for answers, Julie visited internet bu lletin
boards and consulted doctors. Once she paid $800 for testing that provided labels but no
solutions.

2

I ~arningRx
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Traumatic
Brain Injury
2%

WHO CAN BRAIN TRAINING HELP?
Nearly a third of our clients come to
us having received a prior diagnosis
of ADHD. But we also help kids and
adults with learning disabilities, autism,
traumatic brain injuries-even gifted
students and high-achieving career
adults looking for an added edge!

Dyslexia
11%

33%

Other/None
10%

This chart shows the percentage of
students who came to us having been
identified within one of the following
categories:

Speech/language
Disorder
13%

Hearing about Lea rning Rx, Julie was
curious. Could intense mental exercise
really stimulate the brain to strengthen
neural pathways, to the point of raising
a kid's IQ and giving him better skills for
school and for life? If so, could it help
Joshua?
It was worth a try.
Within weeks of starting the program,
Joshua was focusing better than ever. Math
tests that used to take 90 minutes were
now taking 20 minutes or less.And while
Joshua's anger and oppositional behavior
still flared, Julie realized that Learning Rx
was removing her son's frustration with
lea rning so other issues could be isolated
and dealt w ith more effectively.
So when they noticed similar behaviors
in their seven-yea r-old daughter, Julie and
her husband didn't hesitate. They enrolled
Da nielle at Lea rning Rx, too.
A week into the program, Da nielle sat
down and wrote a beautiful story about
a famil y of horses. Julie and her husba nd
marveled that their daughter-w ho had
always believed reading was too difficult
for her to master-suddenly had the
confidence to tackle an entire story!
Before long, Joshua was taking more
initiative around the house, washing dishes,
Cover photo (L to R): Caleb, Joshua, Luke and
Danielle Wort~ I Page 2 photo: Luke Worthy

ADHD

learning Disability
14%

vacuuming and organizing. And Danielle
performed in a Christmas musical, another
surprise. Julie realized that brain training
was giving her children confidence and
motivation they'd never had before. Now
she wanted the same for Luke, and one day
for her son, Caleb. Julie rea lized even she
and her husband needed brain training!
Julie's thoughts were interru pted as Luke,
done with his session, approached her in
the reception area wea ring a huge grin.
"Mom!" he sa id,"1loved it!"
Pulling into the driveway at home, Luke
grabbed his Lea rning Rx backpack filled
w ith brain training ga mes and tools. Julie
sa id, "Baby, leave it in the ca r so we won't
forget it tomorrow'.'
Luke shook his head."I wanna keep it
w ith me'.' That night, when he went to bed,
he slept with the backpack beside him.
LearningRx brain training had been life
changing for Joshua and Danielle. What
good things were in store for Luke and,
eventually, Caleb?
Yes, life is an interesting journey, alright.
Julie thanked God she
and her husband had
found the right partners
to help them equip their
kids for the trip. IRx

~al stories. ~lfamilies. ~al brain training.
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I Didn't Let
Alzheimer's Steal
My Future
> Maria, my brain trainer, would be arriving
any minute to my apartment in the
assisted living center I now called home.

wasn't completely
sure what a brain
trainer was, or what
could be done for my
failing memory, but I
was about to find out!
Ever since my stroke,
I'd been talking slower
and getting confused.
I couldn't even
remember my address!
But the greatest loss of
all had been reading.
Before my stroke, I'd
enjoyed reading books,
magazines and my Bible
every single day. Now, I
could read a paragraph
over and over and
not understand or
remember anything I'd read!
When a neurologist told me I was in
the early stages of Alzheimer's, I was
devastated. Not wanting to become a
burden to my children, I sold my house,
moved to an assisted living center, and
waited for Alzheimer's to finish robbing me

I

4

of whatever quality of life I had left.
I began to sink into depression.
That December, someone gave me a
book about the brain's ability to create new
neurons at any age. The book mentioned a
company-LearningRx-that pairs you up
with a brain trainer who takes you through

I J.t,arningRx
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special mental exercises,
stimulating your brain to
reorganize existing neurons
and even create new ones.
I got on the phone and
called the LearningRx Brain
Training Center in Bossier
City, Louisiana where I live.
Could brain training help
me? I'd soon know.
There was a knock at my
door. It was Ma ria. Before
we even got started she

all the presidents of the
United States by linking
crazy images to each of
their names. The next time
my daughter Kenda and
son-in-law Randy came to
visit, I rattled off the names
of al144 presidents.
Kenda said, "Mom, I
couldn't even do that!"
Before long there were
books and magazines all
over my apartment again. I

BETTER MEMORY, ANYONE?

-

How Brain Training Helped Virginia

Before Brain Training

After Brain Training

80

~

decisions- got faster and
easier. My neurologist
tested my brain function
and said it had jumped
from 77. 1 to 95.9!
At my LearningRx
graduation Randy told
everyone, "We have our
wonderful Virginia back ~
I love being able to do
the things I enjoy. Best
yet, I know I'm not at the
end of my life. I may be 81,

60

-~
a'. 40

20

Virginia's short-term memory
improved a whopping 33 percentile
points! What is a percentile? If 100
students lined up according to
how well they performed on a test,
a student who performed as well
or better than 25 percent of the
other students would be 25th in
line, or in the 25th percentile. After
LearningRx brain training, clients
with moderate to severe cognitive
weaknesses "move up in line" an
average of 28 percentile points. Way
to go, Virginia!

0

+28
Memory Skills
Before LearningRx
Brain Training

said,"NowVirginia, I'm not
giving you any shortcuts.
You might be 81 years old,
but you can do this, and I'm
not cutting you any slack!"
Right away, she had me
memorize the names of
Page 4 photo: Virginia Romero
Photo credit: Cristie Magnusson

even started playing cards
with my friends again.
Randy told me, "I love
seeing your zest for life
coming back!"
Thinking, reading,
talking- even making

Memory Skills
After LearningRx
Brain Training

but I'm not
giving up.
I still have
a future
to look
forward to.
- Virginia Romero
IRx
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menta l exercises tlia t

Q: Is there an age limit when brain training is most
effective?

A:

Not at all. The science of brain training is based on
neuroplasticity, w hich refers to the brain's lifelo ng ability t o
g row and change. At every age and stage in life, your brain can
increase existing neural pathways and even create new ones.
This means the way you th ink and learn-even your IQ! -is
never set in stone. It can always be chang ed and improved.

6
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Q: How do your programs work?

A:

Our research-based programs consist of customized mental exercises, done o neo n-o ne w ith a persona l brain trainer over 12 to 32 weeks. The"personal training"
aspect of w hat we do is key. This is because, for brain training to be effective, it
must incorpo rate five key ingredients- practice, intensity, sequencing, load ing and
immediate feedback- and the absolute best way to accomplish these elements is by
working w ith a persona l brain trainer.

Q: Can't I improve my
Q: What differences can I
expect after brain training?

brain by myself,
using puzzles and
online games?

A:
A:

Our students ga in an average of

Online games and puzzles

15 t o 20 points in IQ, and move

are always g reat things.

up an average of 30 percentile

Think of them like eating

points. But we don't just change

an apple instead of

brains; we change lives. Kids, adults,

chips, or taking the stairs

athletes, senior ad ults- as well as

instead of the elevator.

people w ith ADHD, dyslexia, autism,

But w hen you're looking

even traumatic brain injuries-

for dramatic changes, you

w ho go thro ug h o ur program s

need something mo re.

say the differences in their lives

When you're serio us about

are dramatic! They say they can

chang ing your body, you

think, learn and remember better

hire a personal trainer. In

than ever! A faster, stro nger brain

the same way, w hen you're

improves performance at school, at

serious about chang ing

work, in sports- even behind the

your brain, you hire a

w heel of a car.

personal brain trainer.

Q: How do I get started?
A:

•

To see Learning Rx's comprehensive
Results Report, go to learningrx.com/results '-"
or scan this image with your smartphone: L.!J

( ,
• •• • .

•

.

The first step is to ca ll the LearningRx Brain Training Center near you. They'll

answer any questions you may have (they can even give you a free brain training
demonstration if you'd like o ne!). The next step is to schedule a com prehen sive
cog nitive skiIIs assessment. We use the Woodcock Jo hnson 111, w hich is the gold
st andard of cog nitive skills testing. You'll learn w hich cognitive skills are weak,
how those weak skills are impacting daily life, and how they can be targeted and
strengthened throug h a customized brain training program.
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Would a Gridiron

Concussion Keep David from
Landing His

Dream Job?

Concussions from school sports were robbing
David of his dreams, in more ways than one!

n junio r hig h, David was a w restler and

A few years later, he g raduated fro m a

I

po lice academy and bega n applying for

mat ch, an o pponent picked David up and

jobs, confident this was something he

straig ht A student. One day during a

dropped him o n his head. From that day,

could do. By then, he and his w ife, Lorelle,

David began struggling in school.

were expecting a baby. The future had

His memory seemed to sufferthe

never looked brighter.

most -and additional head injuries w hile
playing hig h school football o nly made
things worse.
Sometimes, in
the locker
room,
David
couldn't

But repeatedly David's applicatio ns
were rejected. Why? His test scores
weren't hig h eno ug h. After applying to
56 police departm ents- w ithout a sing le
job offer-David called LearningRx.
He ca lls w hat happened next •an
awa kening" of his brain.
"Shortly after starting brain training, I

remember

remembered a d ream I'd had the nig ht

the game
he'd just

since ... w ell, since I was a kid ! After that,

played.

improvements just kept

before; David says. "That hadn't happened
co min g~

And later, in
college, David
d reamed of
being a teacher
but couldn't
pass the right
exams- even after
takin g them eig ht
times!

"I sleep better at night
knowing my son has gone
through this program . As
a cop, David has to think
and act fast. He has to make
life-or-death decisions. Brain
training could save his life
one day:'
- Ray, David's father
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How Brain Training Helped David

One day, driving on a familiar
tree-lined street David realized that,
in his peripheral vision, he could
see houses past the trees. For yea rs,
his field of vision had only included
the street and the trees. Brain
training was improving his vision!
Things were different at home,
too. Now when Lorelle asked David
to get something from the store,
he remembered! But the changes
went even deeper. One night David
asked his wife, "Do you think brain
training has made a difference?"
Her answer surprised him.
"I feel closer to you;' she sa id. "We
have more intimate conversations
now. I feel like you really hea r me'.'
David rea lized it was true."After
brain training;' he says,"I could
follow my wife better during
conversations, and remember
things we talked about. What
a difference that made in our
relationship!"
After 12 weeks of brain training,
David got a call from a depa rtment
that had rejected his application
seven months ea rlier. They said
they had another job opening and
asked if David wanted to reapply.
That sa me week, Lorelle gave birth
to their da ughter, Ma rlee. It seemed
the week for new beg innings.
This time, David got the job.
David had no idea his dreams
were being hindered by those
long-ago concussions.
"Brain training changed
my quality of life in
every area of my life;' he
says today."Now I really
can dream again'.' IRx

Before Brain Training

After Brain Training
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TAKING HEAD INJURIES SERIOUSLY
When the brain is injured, connections
between cells are damaged and the processing
of information is impacted. The brain training
programs developed by LearningRx stimulate
the connection systems in the brain. As seen
on fMRI scans, our programs, specially adapted
forTBI patients, literally rebuild areas of the
brain's neural network, enabling TBI and stroke
patients to regain lost brain function. The
following chart shows the percentile gains
experienced by adult clients with TBI after
participating in brain training with LearningRx:

PERCENTILE GAINS MADE BY
TBI PATIENTS AFTER BRAIN TRAINING
Skill Tested

Percentile Gain

Processing Speed

25

Long-Term Memory

24

Auditory Processing
Short-Term Memory

26
22

Visual Processing

21

Logic & Reasoning

14

~al stories. ~alfamilies. ~al brain training.
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Logan Had Given Up, but His
Parents Were Determined to
Find an Answer
> Guilt. Regret. Questions.
hat 's w hat was runnin g thro ugh Laura's

"You can do this. C mo n. Make some sort

mind as she wat ched her 13-year-old

of effort!"

T

son sulk over the books strewn across the
kitchen table. What if she and Ted had kept

Every Sunday nig ht thro ug h Thursday
night, their world revolved around Logan's

Logan in preschool lo nger?What if they

struggles. Fro m d innertim e til bedtime, Ted

had held him back a yea r in elementary

worked w ith Logan on math and science

school?Would reading and learnin g be any

w hile Laura covered histo ry and Eng lish.

easier for him now?

The couple had three younger child ren,

"Loga n, you're a smart kid; Laura pleaded.

and Laura wondered how they were being

10 I i.f,arningRx
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impacted by the hou rs she and Ted spent

Laura wa lked thro ug h the fa mily room and

every nig ht w ith Loga n o n homework, not

found her son loung ing in a chair w ith his

to mention the stress!

nose buried in a book- for fun!-she knew

They'd tried a long list of consequences
and rewa rds, but nothing helped Logan tap

a transformation had truly taken place.

into a sense of personal accomplishment.

still benefiting from the changes brought

Loga n was a g reat kid w ith a g reat heart,

That was three yea rs ago, and Logan is
about throug h Lea rningRx."When it comes

but w hen it came to learnin g, he had given

to thinking and lea rning for the rest of his

up. Luckily, his pa rents weren't w illing to do

life, Loga n has tools now that he d id n't
have before;' his mother says. "To th is day,

the same.
The first thing that attracted Laura and

my husba nd and I w ill

Ted to brain training was how d ifferent it

watch Loga n accom plish

was from tutorin g. Laura explains,"The last

something new, look

thing Logan needed was to go to Sylvan®

at each other and say,

and have them do another three hours of

'Brain training made that

w hat had j ust been done in school that

possible'." IRx

had n't worked!"

Scan with your
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The second thing they loved was the
testing. They'd had Loga n tested before,

THE LINK BETWEEN AUDITORY
PROCESSING AND READING

but the Lea rningRx assessment was the
first to explain w hat was happening in
Logan's brain and w hy he was strugg ling and then offer a solutio n!
"When the Lea rningRx d irector here in
West Des Moines to ld us Loga n had weak
skills in aud ito ry processing, everything
started making sense'.' And because
aud ito ry processing is foundatio nal for
read ing, no wonder Loga n hated books!
But the bigger surprise was that Loga n
actually looked forwa rd to LearningRx brain
training. After every sessio n, he could n't

Reading, perhaps more than any other
academic challenge, depends on
strong cognitive skills for consistent
success. Efficient auditory processing
is at the core of all reading success.
Studies by the Department of
Education have suggested that poor
auditory processing skills contribute
to over 88% of the nation's reading
problems! On average, after brain
training, our clients with moderate
to severe cognitive weaknesses
experience gains in auditory processing
to the tune of 30 percentile points!

wait to tell his pa rents everything he had

+30

lea rned and accom plished.
His grades improved, and w hen the
opportunity arose to transfer to a mo re

Auditory Processing
Before LearningRx
Brain Training

academically challeng ing private school,
Logan was actually excited.
Then there were the books. Discoverin g

Auditory Processing
After Learn i ngRx
Brain Training

a new love for words, Loga n read Treasure

Island w ith enthusiasm. He talked about
insig hts g leaned from things he'd read. He
even asked for books for Ch ristmas. The day

Sylvan• is a registered trademark of Sylvan Learning, Inc leamingRx, Inc. is
not affiliated in any way with Sy Wan Leaming Centers or Sylvan Learning, Inc
The use of the servicemarks owned by Syhlan Leaming, Inc is not intended
and should not be taken to imply any relationship between Learning Rx and
Sylvan. The opinion expressed in this quote is merely the opinion of the
individual quoted.
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IN THEIR OWN WORDS

LETTERS FROM Kl DS
AND ADULTS WHO

LOVE BRAIN TRAINING:
"More impact than all the resources we've spent on sports, dance,
music and braces combined:'
"Choosing t o put Dea nna thro ugh Lea rning Rx
has been the best decision we've ever made fo r
her. It has im pacted her more th an all th e time
and resources we've spent on sports, dance,
music, and braces com bined. And it w ill last a
lifetime!This w ill not only affect her ed uca tio n,
but also her lifestyle. I feel like it's a g ift we've
given not just to Deanna, but also t o the fa mily
she w ill have one day. She w ill be able to be a
mo re efficient and productive mother, w ife, and
em ployee. To say it simply, this experience has
been life changing, and we would do it again
w ithout hes itation ~

- Y.H., Colorado Springs, CO

"Mekyla's personality has changed
since LearningRx:'
"Mekyla's personality has changed since
Learnin gRx. Her confidence has increased 200%. Her
reading has improved immensely. She no lo nger
stops t o sound o ut words. She sees and understands
w hat she has read. I truly feel this experience has
given her the tools to continue thro ugh life on any
path she chooses. Thank you, LearningRx!"

- M.G., Lincoln, NE

12
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"LearningRx changed my life:'
"As a kid I stru gg led in school. When I
reached adulthood I continued to stru gg le.
I lacked confidence and always tho ug ht
of myself as a little behind everyone else.
Then I fo und Learning Rx. Learning Rx
changed my life. Ah er the intense training,
my brain felt like it was awake fo r the first
time in my life! I feel like a successful adult
now. My memo ry is so much better that I
can go to the store now w itho ut a list! I also
enjoy playing ga mes w ith my fa mily mo re
because I understand the game strat egies
and can actually beat my husband ! Thank
you, Learning Rx, fo r wakin g up my brain !"

- C.B., Chandler, AZ

"I've seen significant impact on my
whole life:'
"I've seen such g reat improvement w ithin myself I don't
even know w here to begin. I stumbled o n Lea rning Rx
by accident w hen I was looking for a place that would
cond uct a cognitive test required by the college I attend.
I was hesitant to do the program at first, but I have
seen a significant impact o n my w hole life. I have seen
a d ifference in my day-to -day activities as well in core
areas like read ing and math. I can now go back to school
confident in my ability to do well! Thanks, guys!"

- E.S., Anderson, IN

"I'm loving school so much more"
"I'm doing, like, amazing in school! :) I'm
remembering w hat the t eachers are saying
and paying attentio n mo re. Thanks so much
fo r all the help - I'm loving school so much
more and me and my mom don't fi g ht
as much and I'm able to do thin gs on the
weekend :) Thanks again!"

- V.H., Downey, CA
All photos are stock photos
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The Value of a

Is Brain Training Worth the Cost?

Brain Training: A Smart Investment
Lea rning Rx brain training- done one-o n-o ne in a coaching
env iro nment-raises IQ by an average of 15 to 20 points,
w hich stat istics link to hig her salaries. In fa ct, a study by the US
Department of Labor Statistics showed that a gain of even 10 IQ
points can result in a $9,000 to $18,000 increase in annual earnings.
Multiply that by 40 years of employment and the numbers become
even mo re impressive!
Lea rning Rx brain
training is proven
t o increase IQ by an
average of 15 points or
mo re. That means fo r
every dollar spent on
brain training, there's
a return of $127 over a
cl ient's lifetime.

14 I 1.!,arningRx
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How Does Brain Training Compare to Tutoring?
Statistics show that, dollar for dollar, bra intra ining is seven times mo re effective than
tutoring. This is because, w hile the ho urly rate for one-o n-o ne brain training is mo re than
the hourly rate for g roup tuto ring, brain training produces results so quickly that it can
cost literally tho usa nds of dollars less than tutoring for the same improvements!
Plus, tutoring reteaches
information that a student might
not have g rasped the first time
aro und. Brain training physica lly
reorganizes neural pathways,
creatin g a faster, smarter brain for a
lifetime!

Does It Last?
Our programs create results
that are dramatic and lastingand we've got the numbers to
prove it! Using the gold standard
of cog nitive skills testing-

the

Woodcock Jo hnson
Ill- we measure the
cognitive skills of
every client before
and aher brain
training. Whenever
possible, we
measure again a full
year later.
But don't take our
word for it. Check
out these Logic &
Reasoning scores
of clients tested
before brain training,
immed iately aher
brain training, and
a year later. Twelve months ah er completin g their programs, our
clients retained 103% of their gains! That means their improvements
have not o nly held steady, they've actually continued to increase!

I 15
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Brain Training
Is Life Changing
LearningRx brain training helps:
Struggling students learn easier
Good students excel
Career adults gain a competitive
edge
Weekend and professional athletes
think faster on their feet
Senior adults stay mentally sharp
Stroke and TBI victims regain lost
brain function
Scan with your
Kids and adults find
answers for ADHD,
autism, dyslexia,
-~ -~ g
learning challenges r:t
.
...
~.
and more!
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To watch videos related to each
of the stories in this issue, scan the
QR code after each article or visit
www.lifecha ng ingmagazine.com.
Life Changing is published by
LearningRx, the largest one-on-one
brain trainin_ com. an, in the world.
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What's real brain training like?

Get started this week!

Come see for yourself!

Save $50!

You are personally invited to visit
our center for a complimentary
brain training demonstration.

Schedule a comprehensive
Cognitive Skills Assessment today

Call us today to find out more!

Testing regu larly priced at $299

719-550-8263

719-550-8263

www.learning rx.com/ colorado-spri ngs-north
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Any company offering
s e ri.ou s br a in training
should get s~ 1o us r esults.

Exhibit K, p.3
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l.earningRx is the expert in the
applied science of neuroplasticity.

Who is
Learning Rx?

At. LearningRx. we apply the latest in bran science
to stimulate the brain to strengthen and even create
new neural connections. dramatically improving the
way the brain receives, processes, remerrbers and
uses incomjng infoanation. The result? Dramatk,
permanent improvements in bran pedormarce in
as lttJea.s 12 wee.ks. (To see results on tlx>usands of
au:lents. visit: www.learningrxcom/resul:s}
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Learning Rx is the pioneer a nd leade r in
one-on-one b rain tra ining.
In le.a.mingRx Brain Training C.enters across the nation,
certified trainers work one-on-anew ith dients of a]) ages about
an hour a day £cr 12 weeks or longer, using intense mental
exeltiees toaeate permanent, measumble and dmmst ic
changes in how the brain per£crms.
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A tragic accident.
A traumatic brain injury.
A lengthy coma.

When a thirty-three-year-old father is left with the brain function of a child, what will it
take to turn him back into a man and a dad?
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Foreword
Brain Injury Just Got Personal
At LearningRx, our focus for years had been helping kids with
learning problems improve memory, attention, and thinking skills. To
be honest, we had never explored what our one-on-one brain training
procedures could do for traumatic brain injuries (TBIs).
Then, in 2007, our center in Colorado Springs had the opportunity
to work with a soldier who, while on deployment, suffered multiple TBIs
from blasts from roadside bombs, also known as IEDs. This was the first
time we had worked with someone with a TBI. The soldier, once an avid
reader, had lost his ability to read, remember, and focus. We didn’t know
how much our brain training procedures could help him, but we were
willing to find out.
The results were astounding. As Vice President of Research and
Development at LearningRx, I can tell you that even we were surprised.
This young man’s improvements were absolutely life changing.
Over the next two years we began seeing a growing number of clients
with traumatic brain injuries. Many of these clients were soldiers; others
had been injured as a result of car accidents, school sports, mountain
biking and more. We continued to be amazed as we saw every single client
regain some or all of the brain skills that had been lost due to the injury.
In 2010, we were able to track the impact of one-on-one brain training
on a larger scale, when the Washington State Veterans Department
asked us to partner with them in a pilot program for soldiers with TBIs.
We provided brain training for fifteen Fort Lewis soldiers who were
struggling significantly as a result of traumatic brain injuries. At the
graduation ceremony for those who had participated in the program, I
listened as soldier after soldier explained how LearningRx brain training
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had literally changed his or her life. Most had been able save their
military careers; many had been promoted to even higher positions.*
We began compiling statistics on soldiers with TBIs who had
completed our brain training program. In addition to the fifteen Fort
Lewis soldiers, by then we had worked with over forty soldiers in
our Colorado Springs Brain Training Center. Again, the results were
astonishing.**
As were the stories. I remember one soldier whose exposure to
multiple IED explosions resulted in the loss of an eye as well as a TBI.
His brain injury had impacted his ability to reason, plan, think quickly
and multitask. He felt distracted and frustrated. Before brain training, he
assumed he would live the rest of his life on disability. After LearningRx
brain training, his improvements were so dramatic that he decided to go
back to college and get a degree in industrial automation. Three years
later, he still stays in touch with his LearningRx brain trainer and is
doing great in college; in fact, this past semester he got all A’s!
Professionally, I can’t tell you how rewarding all of this has been.
And then it got personal.
In early 2011, my dad sustained a brain injury following an infection
that landed him in the hospital for a week. When he was finally released
to come home, he was far from his normal self. My dad had always been
the smartest and sharpest person I knew; suddenly he was struggling
with executive functioning skills, processing speed, and long- and shortterm memory. A normal conversation with him became very difficult,
and his ability to remember anything for even a few minutes was sketchy
at best. My dad had been a brilliant researcher and entrepreneur. Now
everything he’d been working on before his illness was put on hold.
About that time, after watching a video about John Keller’s TBI and
remarkable recovery, I realized that brain injury caused by an infection is
not all that different from brain injury caused by a bomb or motorcycle
accident. Immediately I felt a surge of hope! My family had already
been making plans for Dad to work with a LearningRx brain trainer,
and after seeing John’s video, we didn’t wait another day! We got him
started immediately.
Today, because of one-on-one brain training, my dad is nearly back
CONFIDENTIAL
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to his old self. The wheels in his head are spinning almost as fast as they
did before his illness. I can’t imagine the pain of having to live with any
other outcome.
By the way, my dad happens to be Dr. Ken Gibson, the creator and
founder of LearningRx.
Forty years ago, intrigued with the idea of making kids smarter, my
father began researching the latest and greatest developments in brain
science, then applying what he discovered to helping kids learn better.
Before long, his innovative concept of one-on-one brain training had
attracted the attention of educators, doctors and researchers across the
nation. Little did he know that his cutting-edge techniques would one
day change the lives of tens of thousands of children and adults around
the world, plus help him regain his own brain skills lost to illness!
If you know someone who is struggling in school, work or just
life in general, I want to assure you that there’s hope. I can tell you
professionally—and now personally as well—that with the right
training, the brain can be changed at any age, and mental performance
improved in every area of life.
I trust that you’ll find John Keller’s story a source of inspiration and
hope. I know I did.
Tanya Mitchell
Vice President of Research and Development
LearningRx

*To see the statistics on this study, see appendix C
**To see the statistics on this study, see appendix D
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APPENDIX A:

About LearningRx
LearningRx offers children and adults of all ages serious brain
training that gets serious results:
Our clients come to us because something in their life isn’t working.
Typically they are struggling at school or at work, frustrated by problems
with memory, concentration, reading or the time it takes to complete
tasks or assignments. Many clients have experienced concussions or
TBIs, or have been diagnosed with ADHD, dyslexia or autism.
Our programs change how our clients experience life.
After going through our program, our clients experience real-life
improvements in how they think, read, learn, focus and remember.
They experience measurable gains at school, on the job and in daily
tasks. These gains include better grades, faster completion of tasks, less
procrastination, improved performance on the job, faster response times
while driving or playing sports, better attention skills and improved
memory.
Our results are scientifically measurable and clinically proven.
Because we do a thorough assessment of brain skills before and after
brain training, we can scientifically measure the dramatic gains created
by our programs. On average, our clients experience an increase of
fifteen to twenty points in IQ and a gain of thirty percentile points in
the seven core cognitive skills that determine how well we think, learn,
read, remember and pay attention. Plus, students who come to us for
help with reading typically improve their reading skills, in less than six
months, an average of 2.9 years. Absolutely no other program on the
market today—including tutoring or digital brain training—gets the
dramatic, life changing and clinically proven results that we get.
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Here’s why we’re so effective:
When someone comes to us for help, we begin with a comprehensive
assessment of his or her cognitive skills. This helps us identify and
target cognitive weaknesses that are causing problems. Then we team
each client with his or her own personal brain trainer in a one-on-one
coaching environment. Over the course of twelve to thirty-two weeks,
clients are coached through a series of intense customized mental
exercises that stimulate the brain to strengthen existing neural pathways
and even forge new ones. These physical changes improve or fix weak
cognitive skills, allowing the brain to work faster and more efficiently
than before.
Seven things you need to know:
1. For twenty years, we’ve specialized in taking the latest and greatest
developments in brain science and using them to help kids and
adults reap the benefits of faster, smarter brains.
2. We are the pioneer and leader in the field of one-on-one brain
training and the largest one-on-one brain training company in the
world.
3. Our programs are researched-based and clinically proven.
4. Our results are both dramatic and scientifically measurable.
5. We help kids and adults of all ages, including struggling students,
high-performing students and adults, career and senior adults. We
also help kids and adults who have experienced concussions or
TBIs, or who have been diagnosed with ADHD, dyslexia, autism
and more.
6. One-on-one brain training is a very different process than tutoring
or digital brain training, and produces radically different results.
7. We offer serious brain training that translates into significant and
practical improvements in daily living.
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About LearningRx

HOME

BRAIN TRAINING 101

Page 1 of 2

WHO WE CAN HELP

About LearningRx

OUR PROGRAMS

ABOUT US

FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY

Where am I? >> Brain Training >> About LearningRx

FIND A CENTER
Enter Zip Code

Join our online community

About Us
About LearningRx – Who is LearningRx?
LearningRx is a successful nationw de network of brain training centers. We are a family
of concerned and pass onate educators, professionals, and local business owners who
want to help k ds and adults learn & perform faster, better, and more easily. We are also
a stable and growing company w th expansion opportun ties for business-minded people
who want to make a pos tive contribut on to their commun ty.

ShareThis

About LearningRx – What do we do?
We change lives through brain training. At the root of LearningRx’s success is a brain
training program that has unmatched power to unlock learning potential by effectively
addressing the cause behind learning and reading struggles. That cause is unseen
cognitive skill weaknesses. The essence of LearningRx is best reflected in the real
improvements of our students. Here is one mom’s story about her 11-year-old daughter:
“We came to LearningRx because our daughter was having trouble in school.
She was scoring at low levels on the national benchmark tests and her
teacher had decided she could not do the work. We could tell that as time
went by she was beginning to believe that she was not as smart as others and
was not trying anymore.
“Looking back at the past few months we can see such a transition. Our
daughter can now read out loud w th conf dence, she is getting A’s and B’s
and her 5th grade teacher says ‘You know, I just don’t see what the 4th grade
teacher saw! She is good at math, confident in school, and a leader in her
class!'”
Read other success stories about students and adults here

LEARN MORE
Autism & Other Syndromes

We are a family of caring professionals armed w th the right training and tools to make a
difference for parents and students. LearningRx is the answer to the heart-cry of
thousands of parents of struggling students—parents who fear that their children are on
the verge of being defined by discouragement, failure, and a lifetime of lost opportunity.
No other solution—no matter the cost—has the power to so dramatically change all the
ways a student lives and learns. The reason? We address the cause of the problem and
not just the symptoms.
About LearningRx – We Help Parents
Parents who are looking for help for their child find a friend in LearningRx. Our unique
focus on identifying and training indiv dual cogn tive skills weaknesses sets us apart from
tutoring and other remedial educat on programs. We provide affordable testing that is
available at a fraction of the cost of what other profess onals charge.

Tutoring vs. Brain Training
Brain Training 101
Here are questions frequently
asked by parents
Our History
Our Training
Results you can measure.
Our Programs
Preschool Through First
Grade Students

Only at LearningRx do we focus on changing a student’s underlying abil ty to learn and
read. We train and strengthen cogn tive skills with scientifically based and clinically
proven one-on-one personalized training. You and your child are no longer lim ted to
treating symptoms. With LearningRx training you can literally change how he or she
learns and, in doing so, change the future.
LearningRx brain training centers serve a wide variety of adult needs as well. Brain
training provides proven tools to help those looking for all types of skills enhancement.
Career adults can gain a significant competitive edge. College students can leverage both
class and study time. Senior adults can forestall or even reverse age-related mental and
memory decline. Those facing the need for recovery of mental skills lost due to a
traumatic brain injury see dramatic progress in a short amount of time.
Take the first step now.
If it seems like LearningRx might be the answer you have been looking for, you can learn
more about who we are, review our history, meet Ken Gibson, our founder, and contact

http://www.learningrx.com/about-learningrx.htm
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us today to get the help you need to transform learning and reading struggles into
success.

Share Us: S hareTbis
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Seniors
Lifelong mentalfitness

SENIOR PROFILE: AGE 68
Percentile Gains in Key Cognitive Skills*
Perc-encile

Long-Term
Memory

• Pre-Test
. Gain

Logic &
Reasonlng

Shore-Term
Memory

Audicory
Processing

Visual
Proces~ng

Execucive
Processing

1'est results from the Woodcoclt-Johnsion III Tests of CognjtivcAbilitics

rlearnin~~

Train the brain. Get smarter. Guaranteed.
For more results, visit: www.learningrx.com/results
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The Learning Model
In order to grasp, process and apply inc mmg inf 1rmat; •n, the brain relies on two types of underlying cognitive skills (active
processing skills and higher thinking skills). Like cogwheels in a machine, these skills work together to move information securely
into the knowledge banks we use to perform in school, sports, work, even behind the wheel of a car.
Unfortunately, if even one of these underlying cognitive skills is weak, it can keep the brain from fully grasping, processing or hanging
on to incoming information, regardless of how many times that information is explained by teachers, tutors, employers or family.
Cognitive skills, however, are not set in stone. The brain can be stimulated at any age to strengthen existing neural pathways and
even create new ones, strengthening cognitive skills and improving how well we think, learn, remember, solve problems and even pay
attention.

.writing
•Spelling
·drawing
•Spe~king

LEARNED
INFORMATION

•see
· hear
.feel
•smell

·~
testing

-

•

'

--~»-·•
KNOWLEDGE

~~~~~~~~~J
l~~-B~A~N_K~~J
I
I
STRONGER COGNITIVE SKILLS . .

ACT IVE PROCESS ING
» Is always active and running
»Automatically handles most incoming
information
» Should be fast and efficient

BETTER PERFORMANCE IN
SCHOOL, WORK AND LIFE

HIGHER THINKING
» Processes new information
» Solves problem when tasks aren't
automatically processed
» Determines general thinking ability
» Determines how well information is
stored and retained

KNOWLEDGE BANK
» Consists of information collected,
processed and retrieved entirely by the
brain's cognitive skills
» Functions poorly/well based on
weakness/strength of cognitive skills
» Provides information necessary for
success in school, work and life

One-on-one brain training is clinically proven co strengthen weak cognitive skills.
. Works for children and adults of all ages
. Treats the cause of attention, learning, processing and memory problems
. Seven times more effective than cu coring for a fourth of the cost, in less than half the time

rlearnin~Rx:i

www.learningrx.com
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LearningRx Brain Training for Athletes
"What can one-on-one brain training do for me?"
The best athletes handle incoming information at lightning
speed, reacting quickly, assessing quickly, and making splitsecond decisions.

Before, 1would

Whether you are a recreational athlete, play on a school or
community team, are competing for college scholarships, or
compete professionally, it takes sharp mental skills to do the
things you want and need to do. In fact, faster mental skills can
give you a competitive edge in virtually any sport.

After I took the program, I knew not only

my responsibilities in the plays,
but those of my teammates as well.

LearningRx sharpens mental skills by creating dramatic,
permanent changes in how the brain perform s.
Our programs increase the overall processing
speed of the brain, and strengthen other skills
including visual processing, memory, and logic
& reasoning.

I am Jordan's lacrosse coach as well as his dad.
There is a real difference in his ability to
focus on the field and in the classroom.
Thanks for making a real
difference in Jordan's life!

You already know the importance of physical
speed and agility. Mental speed and agility is just
as important.
Learn ingRx brain training can take fa st skills
and make them even faster. In fact, take a
look at the chart to see improvements
experienced by clients who came
to us with above-average
cognitive skills. In other
words, even sharp thinkers
experience faster mental
performance after brain
training. (And the
gains for clients
who come to us
with moderate
cognitive
weaknesses are
even greater!)

become confused with

my assignments in football plays.

Percentile hnprovements Among Students
with Above-Average Cognitive Skills
100
90

~

80

~
&

70

c

60

so

Logic& Short-Term Processing AuditOI)' Visual Long-Term
Reasoning Memory Speed Processing Processing Memory
• Before LeamlngRx Brain Training

• After LearnlngRx Brain Training

Which cognitive skills are key to your sport?
The answer is on the back.
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Ifyou are an athlete, LearningRx brain training can help you ...
STRENGTHEN THIS ...

TO DO THIS ...

~

Processing speed

Make better, faster decisions

Visual processing

Judge movement and speed to determine
future location of other players; judge distance
to basket

Basketball

Logic & reasoning

".
~

Recognize defenses

Visual processing &
processing speed

Quickly evaluate the speed and trajectory of a
ball in order to hit or intercept

Attention

Shut out visual and auditory distractions to
improve hitting accuracy

Long-term memory

Remember opposing team members' throwing,
hitting, and running tendencies

He learned to get his

homework done in less
time, and there weren't
as many arguments in
regards to starting homework.
His tennis coach even

Football
Attention

Maintain focus at the line of scrimmage despite
distractions and movement

Visual processing

See defensive movements and potential
openings if you're a runner, and open receivers
and defensive coverage if you're a quarterback

Processing speed

Quickly read and respond to blocking or
coverage clues/movements

Long-term memory

Remember plays and responsibilities

Attention

Block distractions and negative self-talk

Visual processing

Accurately evaluate direction and distance of
your target landing spot, as well as contours of
the greens

Long-term memory

Remember the fairway layout (traps, water, hills,
out-of-bounds) and green characteristics

Logic & reasoning

Determine proper club and type of shot, and
also assess risks and success probability for each
shot

Tennis

~-

better at remembering
to bring home books and
assign men ts.

Baseball

Golf

,l

Drew got

Attention

Sustain attention throughout the volley

Visual processing

Perceive the speed and trajectory of the ball

Processing speed

React quickly to the speed and flight angle of
the opponent's shot

CONFIDENTIAL

commented that he had
more focus on the courts.

How well your brain
performs can make the
difference between
frustration, success,
or excellence in every
aspect of life. Don't
wait. Take your brain
from good to great.

To get started, call
the LearningRx
Brain Training
Center near you and
schedule a Cognitive
Skills Assessment.
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What would life be like if your
child could suddenly experience ...
• More success in school
• Less time spent doing
homework
• Better memory at
school and home
• An improved attitude about
school, homework-maybe
even life

• Faster mental performance
on the athletic field

:ar-il

rlearnin~~~

• Greater confidence in
every area oflife
• Improved ability to focus
• More options for the future
• Improved relationships at
home

Ask us how to get a
FREE brain training
demonstration

Mention this card and get

for yourself or someone
you care about

the price of a Cognitive
Skills Assessment

i

$50.00 OFF
·..................................................

Our programs don't just change brains, they transform lives. Call us
today and find out how brain training can change life for someone
you love.

CONFIDENTIAL

(719) 555-1212
Colorado Springs North Brain Training Center
www.leamingrx.com/oolorado-springs-north
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Introduction from Dr. Ken Gibson
Over 6,000 children and adults received
training in 2011 and 2012 at 80 LearningRx
Brain training Centers throughout the united
States. Some were college students seeking
greater academic success. Others were career
or senior adults wanting to stay mentally
sharp, or accident victims wanting to regain
skills they had lost due to an injury.
Dr. Ken Gibson is the
founder and CEO of
LearningRx, a company
with over 85 centers across
the country specializing
in making kids and adults
of all ages measurably
smarter through researchbased programs that train
the brain.

The majority, however, were students
struggling to do better in school.
Why did their families choose one-on-one
brain training over tutoring? perhaps it's
because, dollar for dollar, one-on-one brain
training is more than 10 times more effective
than tutoring. (Want dollar figures? See
page 19.)
here's why personalized, one-on-one brain
training is so effective:
tutoring reteaches information that wasn’t
grasped the first time around. LearningRx
takes a different approach, strengthening
the underlying brain skills that improve how
students grasp and learn information the
first time it is presented! And since studies
show that about 80% of all learning struggles1
are the result of weak cognitive skills, by
strengthening those skills, LearningRx brain
training gets to the root of most learning
struggles. For a student who has struggled for
years, you can’t imagine how life changing
this can be!
Furthermore, LearningRx brain training is
research-based. We are constantly evaluating
our results, and applying the latest research to
modify and improve our programs.
not only that, but at LearningRx we measure
the gains of every student using the gold
standard of cognitive skills testing. This means

that LearningRx not only gets unmatched
results, we can measure those results
scientifically.
In the following report, you'll see some of
the impressive results of our personalized,
one-on-one brain training programs. (Like 3.1
years of reading gains in as little as six months.
See page 12.)
What you can't see in these pages are the
lifelong benefits our students and clients
of all ages enjoy as a result of brain training.
LearningRx clients don't just get better grades
and greater IQ; they get faster, sharper brains
that help them succeed in every area of life
over the course of their entire life. (Did you
know that LearningRx brain training raises IQ
by an average of 15 points,2 which statistics
link to higher salaries? In fact, statistics prove
that even a 10-point increase in IQ can result
in as much as $20,000 more in earnings per
year! See page 19.)
By the way, I’m pleased to tell you that our
data has undergone detailed statistical
analysis that supports the statistical
significance of these results. I would also
like to take this opportunity to invite other
researchers to evaluate our training with
their own independent studies. We are very
transparent about our training results and
would be happy to work with you.
The results are in. LearningRx brain training
changes lives. Will it change yours, or that of
someone you love?

Dr. Ken Gibson
Founder & CeO, LearningRx

1 To learn more about the 80% figure, see page 21.
2 LearningRx brain training raises IQ by an average of 15 points among students who do all of their training in
one of our centers, and by an average of 14 points across the board, including clients who did some of their
training at home.
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About the Statistics in This Report
What does it mean for a result to be “statistically significant”?
Sometimes things happen by chance. Sometimes the relationship between two events is such
that it’s hard to say what really caused the change in question. Did one thing cause the other,
or is coincidence at play?
Measuring the likelihood that an event occurred by chance is the idea behind “statistical
significance.” If you are a professional (or parent) interested in the statistical significance of the
results represented in these pages, you’ll want to check out the statistical analysis conducted
on our data by Dr. Kirk Cameron, and summarized by Amy Moore, M.A.
Dr. Kirk Cameron

Dr. Cameron is the founder and president of MacStat Consulting, Ltd., a statistical consulting
firm in Colorado Springs, Colorado. he has has more than 20 years’ experience teaching and
consulting to private firms and government entities including the uSepA, and the uS Air Force.
Ms. Moore has a Masters in education, and is a college instructor and doctoral candidate in
educational psychology with an emphasis on quantitative research.
You can find Ms. Moore’s summary in the section on statistical analysis beginning on
page 22 of this report. to review Dr. Cameron’s complete analysis, visit the website:
www.learningrx.com/results

Amy L. Moore, M.A.
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Who Benefited from LearningRxin 2011-2012?
In 201 1 and 2012, over 6,000 children, teens, and
adults received training at more than 80 LearningRx
Brain Training Centers across the country. They
came to Learni ngRx from every age and stage of life,
all of them seeking the life changing benefits of a
faster, smarter brain.
The majority of our clients were school-aged
children and teens struggling to succeed in schoolparticularly students with reading and attention
difficulties. According to the National Report Card,
only 37% of fourth and eighth graders in the United
States are proficient in reading and math. (That's
fewer than four out of ten students!) LearningRx
brain training helps these students because our
programs strengthen the weak cognitive skills that
studies say are at the root of 80% of all learning
struggles.

The Nation's Report Card

us Scores for Reading and Math in 2013
4th graders testing as less
than proficient in reading
and math:
Reading

8th graders testing as less
than proficient in reading
and math:

Math

Reading

Math

To learn more about the Nation's Report Card, visit:
http://www.nationsreportcard.gov

In addition, clients of all ages came to us reporting
various issues or diagnoses as reported below.
Percentage of Clients Who Came to learningRx
Reporting the Following Symptoms:

Attention issues
Reading struggles
Poor comprehension
Working slowly
low math skills
Writing struggles
Poor spelling
Avoiding schoolwork
Poor memory
Motivation/behavior issues
low self-esteem
loses place/skips words
Reverses letters
Other
Overly active
Works too hard

65%
52%
47%
46%
45%
44%
38%
37%
36%
35%
31%
22%
22%
17%
11%
11%

Percentage of Clients Who Came to learningRx Having Been
Previously Diagnosed Within One of the Following Categories:

Traumatic
Brain Injury
1%

ADHD
32%

Dyslexia
12%

Other
18%
Speech/Language
Disorder
10%

NOTE: LearningRx does not diagnose clients or remove diagnoses. The diagnoses listed in this report are reported by clients, and we are only
designating this information based on what clients have told us. All individuals should consult with a medical professional for all matters
related to a specific diagnosis.
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"I am able to pay attention and stay focused ... Thank you!"

"Before coming to LearningRx, I was having a difficult time
concentrating and staying focused on tasks. Just a couple weeks
after starting my training, I saw improvements in my daily activities.
I am able now to remember things I need to do or grocery lists. The
most significant improvement is in my attention. Before brain
training, I had a hard time paying attention in class and reading
required materials. Now I am able to read and actually comprehend
what I read the first time. I am also able to sit through a three-hour
class and pay attention and stay focused the entire time. Thank you
so much!"
- Amanda in Los Angeles

Finally, the fo llowing charts show the distribution of clients who received training at our centers in 2011 and 2012 according
to age and gender:

Ages of LearningRx Clients in 2011 and 2012

Gender of LeamingRx Clients in 2011 and 2012

Average age: 12.3 years

Younger than age 6: 3%

Age 17-19: 4%
Age 16:4%

In summary, the average age of our clients was 12.3 years, with the majority of our clients between the ages of eight and
thirteen. Male students outnumbered female clients 60 to 40 percent.
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Step One:
Finding the Cause
people come to us for help because they want to read
better, learn faster, increase attention skills, develop a sharper
memory, or simply process information more quickly. But
before we can address any of these issues, we need to know
which underlying cognitive skills are weak and causing the
problem.
tests we use:
LearningRx uses the gold standard of assessment tools,
including the Woodcock-Johnson tests of Cognitive Abilities
and the Woodcock-Johnson tests of Achievement. These
nationally standardized tests are used across the country by
educators and psychologists to measure cognitive skills and
academic abilities.
The Woodcock-Johnson tests also generate a General
Intellectual Ability (GIA) score, which represents the g
factor (often referred to as general intelligence or IQ). We
will commonly refer to the GIA score as IQ throughout this
report.
These tests, along with learning skills rating scales, allow us
to identify any weak skills that are making life harder than it
needs to be.
sKILLs we stReNGtHeN:
There are eight categories of cognitive skills that, when
weak, contribute to struggles with thinking, reading,
learning, memory, and attention. Our programs target and
strengthen these skills. The cognitive skills that our programs
improve include the following:
Long-term Memory: The ability to recall information
that was stored in the past.
processing Speed: The ability to perform simple or
complex cognitive tasks.
Logic & Reasoning: The ability to reason, form concepts,
and solve problems using unfamiliar information or new
procedures.
Short-term Memory: The ability to apprehend and
hold information in immediate awareness while
simultaneously performing a mental operation.

Visual processing: The ability to perceive, analyze, and
think in visual images.
Auditory processing (phonemic awareness): The ability
to analyze, blend, and segment sounds.
Attention (three types): Sustained attention is the
ability to stay on task for an extended period of time;
selective attention is the ability to stay focused and not
get distracted; divided attention is the ability to handle
more than one task at a time.
Word Attack: The ability to apply phonic and structural
analysis skills to pronounce unfamiliar printed words.
About ouR scoRes:
As you look at the information in this report, you’ll see that
test scores are commonly presented in three forms:
Age equivalent Scores may be applicable up to the age of
16 and indicate how one student’s scores compare with
the average scores of other age groups.
percentile Scores indicate where a student would rank
in a hypothetical group of 100 students. (For example: If
a student ranked in the 25th percentile, it would mean
that he scored as well or better than 25% of students in
the group. If a student ranked in the 87th percentile, it
would mean that he scored as well as or better than 87%
of students in the group.) Why do we report our gains
in percentiles rather than percentages? percentages don’t
tell the whole story. A student who starts out performing
in the 5th percentile and jumps to the 15th has
experienced a 200% gain. That sounds really impressive,
but that student is still performing behind 85% of his
or her peers. When gains are measured in percentiles,
however, you can see what has been accomplished,
get a clear picture of how that student is performing in
relationship to his peers, and make informed decisions
about what interventions may still be needed. (to learn
more about the difference between percentiles and
percentages, see page 11.)
Standard Scores indicate how far above or below average
an individual score falls, using a common scale (ex:
“average” of 100). IQ is normally presented as a standard
score with “100” being average.
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Step Two:
Addressing the Problem
Once we identify which cognitive skills are weak, our trainers
provide intense one-on-one training designed to target and
strengthen those skills. here are our six core programs:
ThinkRx is a fully integrated system of cognitive training exercises
delivered in an intense, one-on-one environment. ThinkRx quickly
identifies and corrects weak skills including: attention, short-term
and long-term memory, processing speed, logic & reasoning, and
visual and auditory processing.
ReadRx is a revolutionary ‘sound-to-code’ accelerated reading
program modeled after the process by which spoken language is
first learned. ReadRx includes the ThinkRx program.
ComprehendRx targets the brain skills critical for reading
comprehension. Going far beyond decoding written words, this
program strengthens the skills necessary for dramatically improved
understanding, retention, and application. ComprehendRx
includes ThinkRx and ReadRx.
MathRx is a unique program that tests, trains, and strengthens
the core mental skills necessary for overall math success, critical
thinking, and problem solving. MathRx includes ThinkRx.
einstein combines our ThinkRx, ReadRx, and MathRx training
programs, and can include ComprehendRx as well.
LiftOff is a school-readiness program designed for preschool,
kindergarten, and first grade students. Brain training builds a
strong foundation of brain skills for long-term academic success.
In 2011–2012, more than 77% of our clients participated in either
ThinkRx or ReadRx programs, with the average length of training
running about 18 weeks.
parents of school-aged children can choose how involved they
want to be in their child's training. parental involvement can range
from very little to providing about 80% of the training.
Almost half of parents (48%) selected our “pro program,” where
the full five to six hours of weekly training is done by the center
staff. Forty-eight percent opted for our “partner program” which
allows parents to provide about half the training at home. Four
percent of parents went with the “Directed program,” in which
they provided the majority of training at home, with one hour
provided weekly by the center staff.

Percentage of Students by Program
Program

Percentage

Program Length

ThinkRx

42%

12 weeks

ReadRx1

35%

24 weeks

ComprehendRx2

n/a

n/a

MathRx1

8%

20–24 weeks

Einstein3

8%

32 weeks

LiftOff

7%

12 weeks

1 Includes ThinkRx
2 This data is not yet available for ComprehendRx,
which was launched in 2014
3 Includes ThinkRx, ReadRx, and MathRx

“Erica’s
concentration has
improved as well as
her confidence in
everything she
does. She has been
more willing to try new activities since
going through the LearningRx program.
Her overall improvement in all of her
classes was very exciting to see. The
improvement was reflected in her higher
grades and not having to struggle with
homework.”
— Lorraine from Nebraska

Percentage of Parental Participation
Parent Participation Per Week

Percentage

5 hours (via the Directed Program)

4%

3 hours (via the Partner Program)

48%

0 hours (via the Pro Program)

48%
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Step Three: Measuring the Results of
LearningRx Brain Training
RESULT: STRONGER COGNITIVE SKILLS
The following graphs show before- and after-training results for more than 6,000 clients who underwent an average of 18
weeks (90 hours) of training. For simplification purposes, all the scores you'll see in this report have been rounded up or
down to the nearest whole number.
The graphs show changes in percentile rank. As mentioned, percentile rank indicates where someone would rank in a group
of 100 of their peers, with 50 being average. In other words, if 100 students lined up according
to how wel l they performed on a test, a student in the 25th percentile, for example, would be
To learn more
abouc che scaciscical
number 25 from the bottom end of the line, having scored equal to or better than 25% (and not
significance of chese
as well as 75%) of the other students.
results, see che
section on scaciscical
The following chart shows improvements in clients with severe cognitive weaknesses who initially
analysis on page 22.
tested in the lowest percentile (25th percentile or lower). After brain training, these clients
"moved up in line" an average of 29 percentile points:

Percentile Improvements Among LearningRx Clients with Severe Cognitive Weakness
12

12

43

Logic & Reasoning

Auditory Processing

Short-Term Memory

Visual Processing

Processing Speed

Long-Term Memory
Before LearningRx
Brain Training

After LearningRx
Brain Training

Before LearningRx
Brain Training

45

After LearningRx
Brain Training

This chart shows improvements in clients with moderate cognitive weakness who initially tested between the 26th and
SOth percentile. After brain training, these clients "moved up in line· an average of 27 percentile points:

Percentile Improvements Among LearningRx Clients with Moderate Cognitive Weakness

Logic & Reasoning

Auditory Processing

Short-Term Memory

Visual Processing

Processing Speed

Long-Term Memory
Before LearningRx
Brain Training

After LearningRx
Brain Training

Before LearningRx
Brain Training

After LearningRx
Brain Training
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Finally, this chart shows improvements in clients with above-average cognitive skills who initially tested in the 5lst to 75th
percentile. These clients "moved up in line" an average of about 14 percentile points:
Percentile Improvements Among LearningRx dients with Above-Average Cognitive Skills

logic & Reasoning

Auditory Processing
62 -

70

70 -

79

Visual Processing

Short-Term Memory

71 -

83

long-Term Memory

Processing Speed
Before LearningRx
Brain Training

After LearningRx
Brain Training

Before LearningRx
Brain Training

After LearningRx
Brain Training

RESULT: NARROWING THE PERFORMANCE GAP

Another way to measure the overall results of learningRx brain training is to consider the gap between how well someone
performed in cognitive function prior to brain training, and the highest possible performance.
Our goal is to eliminate 35% or more of that gap by the time each client completes the recommended learningRx training
program (an average of 18 weeks of training). And if the same client participates in follow-up training a year later, our goal
would be to eliminate 35% or more of the remaining gap, and so on.
The following chart shows, on average, how much of the gap was eliminated in 2011 and 2012 based on how big the gap
was to begin with:
Narrowing the Performance Gap

64%of
gap

- 91

-76
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RESULT: HIGHER IQ
Yet another way to measure the improvements made by
LearningRx clients is by tracking gains in overall IQ (referred
to as General Intellectual Ability (GIA) in the WoodcockJohnson assessment results).
After LearningRx brain training, clients experience an average
increase in IQ of 15 points.' This is based on the experiences
of 3,230 LearningRx clients (all the clients for whom we have
GIA scores).
In addition, gains in IQ are achieved across all age groups. As
seen in the chart below, LearningRx clients from four years
old to 80 experienced significant gains in IQ:

..
..

IQ Before
Brain
Training

IQ After
Brain
Training

Average Gain in IQ Points Among Clients
With All Levels of Cognitive Weaknesses'

Average Gain in IQ Based on Age of Client
125

+ 14

120
QI
....

0

115

u

110

-0
....

105

V1

"'c:
...,
"'

-0

100

V1

95
90
85

'°v '° "

00

I

..

N

I

0

N

Before Brain Training

..

After Brain Training

35
30
25

the 90-99 range, with just 18%
scoring 110 or more in IQ.

20

more in IQ.

~

00

IQ Scores Before and After One-on-One Brain Training

you can see, 32% of our clients
come to us with IQ scores in

The purple bars show how these
same clients tested in IQ after
one-on-one brain training. You
can see that more clients score in
the higher IQ ranges after brain
training, with 56% scoring 110 or

°' °'

0

Percentages of LearningRx Clients Arranged by

The bell curve provides another
way to look at the gains that
LearningRx clients make in IQ.
In the chart to the right, the green
bars show the distribution of IQ
scores of incoming LearningRx
clients (before brain training). As

°'

15
10

5
0

<80

80-89

90-99

100-109

110-119

>120

IQ Range

1 LearningRx brain training raises IQ by an average of 15 points among students who do all of their training in one of our centers, and by an
average of 14 points across the board, including clients who did some of their training at home.
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Finally, based on average IQ scores,
this chart shows the gains our
students experienced in terms of IQ.
For example, before brain training,
students who had severe cognitive
weaknesses had IQ scores, on
average, of 81. After brain training,
these same students had IQ scores,
on average, of 103. That's a gain of
22 IQ points!
Average Gain in IQ
Points Among dients
With Severe Cognitive
Weaknesses

•

IQ Scores of LearningRx Clients with Severe Cognitive Weakness
Before and After Brain Training
•

IQ Scores Before Brain Training

•

IQ Scores Aher Brain Training
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75

Severe Cognitive Weakness

What Is the Difference Between Percentile Points and Percentages?
What would a percentile point increase look like if it were described in terms of percentages? You might be surprised. A large jump
in percentile ranking converts to an even larger percentage of improvements in skills. See these examples below:
Converting Percentiles Into Percentages:
Moving from the s'" to the 1s'" percentile represents a skills gain of 200%
Moving from the 10'" to the 2Cf' percentile represents a skills gain of 100%
Moving from the so'" to the 6Cf' percentile represents a skills gain of 20%
Here's another way of seeing the difference.

LearnlngRx Improvements
Shown In Percentile Points

LeamlngRx Improvements
Shown In Percentages

Another Company's Improvements
Shown In Percentages

Improvements after brain training among
students with moderate cognitive weakness

Improvements after brain training among
students with moderate cognitive weakness

As reported by a national company
among students who completed their
tutoring program

100

100

75

66

70

~

68
62

100

89%

85%

84%
78%

80

67

58%

63%

50
~

75

..

"'00
~
"'
~

50

42.7%

'O

c

"'~
"'

23.7%

25

20

Q.

0

0

0

~r E~ ~11 ~r ~r E~

Math

s s

Reading

~~ ~ ~ s~ ~ 5 ~~
~ ~~ £ <£ £ 3~
•

Before LeamlngRx Brain Training

•

After LeamlngRx Brain Training

In the chart above, you can see the
average gains experienced by our
students with moderate cognitive
weaknesses, as represented in
percentile points.

•

After LearningRx Brain Training

This chart shows what those exact
same gains look like in terms of
percentage of skills gained.

•

After Tutoring

By the way, when we say LearningRx
brain training is more effective
than tutoring, we mean it! This
chart shows the percentage of skills
gained as reported by a nationwide
tutoring company! Compare their
percentages to ours!
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HOW BRAIN TRAINING HELPS SPECIFIC DIAGNOSES
LearningRx does not assign diagnostic labels. Our clients,
however, often report having received a diagnosis prior to
coming to LearningRx. In the following pages, you will find
statistics as they relate to specific diagnoses.
How Brain Training Helps Clients with ADHD
The most common diagnosis with which clients come to
LearningRx is Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
(referred to here as ADHD).
ADHD begins in childhood, with many children with ADHD
continuing to struggle into adolescence and adulthood.

Dyslexia is a learning disability that hinders a person's
ability to read, write, spell, and sometimes speak. The most
common learning disability in children, dyslexia can persist
into adulthood, although the sooner dyslexia is addressed,
the more favorab le the outcome.
During 2011 and 2012, 2,604 clients were enrolled in the
ReadRx training program. After less than six months in
the program, these clients gained between 2.7 to 3.7
years in age-equivalent reading skills. The average reading
improvement was 3.1 years in less than six months. Reading
improvement is measured with the word attack test. Word
attack is the ability to apply phonic and structural analysis
skills to pronounce unfamiliar printed words.

LearningRx offers hope and help to children and adults with
ADHD. That's because the exercises in our program target the
underlying cognitive skills-including sustained attention,
divided attention, selective attention, and processing
speed-that strengthen attention
To learn more
skills.
abouc che scaciscical
significance of chese
resulcs, see che
seccion on scaciscical
analysis on page 22.

The following chart shows overall
post-training gains made by
clients who came to us with a
prior diagnosis of ADHD and
who tested at or below the 50th
percentile. On average, these clients moved up between 25
and 33 percentile points, which represents a 3.1 to 5.7 year
gain.
Skill Tested

Average Gain in Reading After Six Months
for All ReadRx Students

+ 3.1 years
What's signifi cant is that these gains were consistent
regardless of where a student initially ranked in reading.
Students who tested significantl y behind their peers-and
students who tested at average or even above average- still
experienced gains in reading skills.
Average Age-Equivalent Gains in Reading After Brain
Training by Severity of Reading Problem

Percentile Gain

General Intellectual Ability (GIA)
Logic & Reasoning
Processing Speed
Auditory Processing
Long-Term Memory
Short-Term Memory
Visual Processing

31
30
31
33
32
26
25

4.0
3.5
3.0
Cll

u

s::

Cll

2.5

:I

2.0

~
.~

c:r

UJ

Q,

().()

How Brain Training Helps Clients
with Reading Problems and Dyslexia
Reading, perhaps more than any other academic challenge,
depends on strong cognitive skills for consistent success.
Efficient auditory processing is at the core of all reading
success. Studies by the Department of Education have
suggested that poor auditory processing skills contribute to
over 88% of the nation's reading problems!
LearningRx testing quickly identifies specific auditory
processing deficits. Of all the improvements that Learni ngRx
brain training consistently produces, the improvements in
reading skills are among the most dramatic and life changing.

1.5

<(

1.0
0.5
0.0

Very
Low

Below
Average

Average

Above
Average

Another interesting trend we see is that the older students
are at the point when they come to us for help, the farther
behind their peers they tend to have fallen. In 2011 and
2012, for example, our average 10-year-old student initially
tested at 12 months behind in age-equivalent scores, our
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average 13-year-old student initially tested 2.3 years behind, and our average 16-year-old student initially tested 3.5 years
behind. The good news is that these students typically see a larger improvement in reading skills than younger students
who have less catching up to do.
Average Age-Equivalent Gains in Reading Before and After ReadRx (by Age)
+5.9 +5.5
18

~
Age-Equivalent
Score Before
Read Rx

~
Age-Equivalent
Score After
Read Rx

16
QI

u

c:

QI

14

·5

12

-;;;
>

O"
UJ
QI

00
<(

10

8
6

4-6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17 18-1920-81

Age

"We couldn't picture a life for our daughter in which
she couldn't read. Now, we don't have to:'
"Our daughter's struggles began in kindergarten. By third
grade, testing revealed that she suffered from dyslexia.
Simply having a diagnosis, however, didn't help. In spite of
tutoring, her frustration with reading increasingly eroded
her self-esteem and kept her from participating in class.
"This is where LearningRx entered our lives. The director
told us we could expect reading gains ranging from three
to five years. Both my wife and I are in education, and we
know things like this just don't happen. We were wrong!
Our daughter's reading confidence increased. Choppiness
smoothed out. For the first time she began to sound like a
natural reader.
"Now, after three quarters in middle school, our daughter has gotten all /:\s with only two B's.
We are absolutely thrilled and amazed. LearningRx results are undeniable. Would I recommend it
to a parent with a struggling reader? Unequivocally yes! We couldn't picture a life for our daughter
in which she couldn't read. Now we don't have to. Thank you, LearningRx!"
- Miles from California
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Skill Tested

Percentile Gain

General Intellectual Ability (GIA)
logic & Reasoning
Processing Speed
Auditory Processing
long-Term Memory
Short-Term Memory
Visual Processing

24
23
24
26
24
20
21

How Brain Training Helps Client.s
with Speech and Language Disorders

"I'm loving school so much more!"
HSchool this year seems so much easier. I'm
remembering what teachers are saying and
paying attention more. I sti ll talk tons but I stop
when I know it's time to learn something.
Thanks so much for all the help-I'm loving
school so much more and me and my mom
don't fig ht as much anymore and I'm ab le to do
things on the weekend! Thanks again!"
- Victoria from Wisconsin

The following chart shows post-training gains made by
children or adults who came to us with a prior diagnosis of
a speech or language disorder, and who tested at or below
the 50th percentile. On average, these clients moved up
between 20 and 28 percentile points in IQ, logic & reasoning,
processing speed, auditory processing, long-term memory,
short-term memory, and visual processing, for an average
percentile gain of 24 points in IQ and cognitive skills. These
clients also gained 3 years in age-equivalent scores.
Skill Tested

Percentile Gain

General Intellectual Ability (GIA)
Logic & Reasoning
Processing Speed
Auditory Processing
long-Term Memory
Short-Term Memory
Visual Processing

24
25
25
28
24
23
20

How Brain Training Helps Clients
wit h Autism Spectrum Disorders
How Brain Training Helps Clients
with Learning Disabilities
Anyone who struggles to learn or read- or who wants to
read, learn, think, remember, or pay attention better than
before- can benefit from LearningRx.
The following chart shows post-craining gains made by
clients who came to us with a prior
diagnosis of a learning disability
To learn more
and
who tested at or below the
abour rhe srarisrical
significance of rhese
SOth percentile. On average, these
resulrs, see rhe
clients moved up between 20 and
secrion on sraciscical
26 percentile points in IQ, logic
analysis on page 22.
& reasoning, processing speed,
auditory processing, long-term
memory, shore-term memory, and visual processing, for an
average gain of23 percentile points:

Children and adults who come to us diagnosed with Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD) benefit from brain training in
two ways. First, one-on-one brain training takes place in
the kind of structured, positive environment in which
these individuals truly thrive. Second, since many people
with ASD (which includes autism, Asperger Syndrome, and
Pervasive Developmental Disorder), display weaknesses in
the very cognitive skills that LeamingRx programs target and
strengthen, the impact of brain training on their quality of
life can be significant.
The following chart shows post-training gains made by
children and adults who came to us with a prior diagnosis of
autism, Asperger Syndrome, or POD who tested at or below
the 50th percentile. On average, these clients moved up
between 19 to 24 percentile points in IQ and cognitive skills.
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Percentile Point Gains in LearningRx Clients Performing
Below Average and Previously Diagnosed with Autism,
Asperger Syndrome, or PDD
Skill Tested

Percentile Gain

General Intellectual Ability (GIA)
Logic & Reasoning
Processing Speed
Auditory Processing
Long-Term Memory
Short-Term Memory
Visual Processing

19
19
24
23
24
20
20

How brain training Helps clients
with traumatic brain Injuries (tbI)
every year, millions of people in the u.S. sustain head and
brain injuries. In addition, large numbers of soldiers returned
home from Iraq and Afghanistan having sustained traumatic
brain injuries from concussions caused by explosions.
According to the pentagon, an estimated one in five soldiers
who regularly work away from base has suffered at least one
concussion.
When the brain is injured, connections between cells are
damaged and the processing of information is impacted.
tBI patients struggle with cognitive functions such as
thinking, memory, reasoning, information processing, and
communication.
LearningRx brain training strengthens those weak cognitive
skills, enabling clients with traumatic brain injuries to
experience measurable—often dramatic—improvements
in cognitive skills. When cognitive skills are stronger,
thinking, remembering, reasoning, learning, reading, and
communicating are easier. And that makes life easier.

”LearningRx turned my
son back into a man.”
“After someone with a
TBI comes home, what
then? How do you get
them back where they
can function, have a job, do their thing? Two
years after his motorcycle accident, my 33-yearold son had the brain function of a child.
LearningRx turned him from a child back into a
man.”
— James from Texas

The following chart shows the percentile gains experienced
by adults with tBI after participating in one-on-one brain
training with LearningRx:
Percentile Gains Made by TBI
Patients After Brain Training
Skill Tested

Percentile Gain

Processing Speed
Long-Term Memory
Auditory Processing
Short-Term Memory
Visual Processing
Logic & Reasoning

17
27
15
19
19
15

here’s another study you might find interesting. In 2009,
in one of our centers, we had the privilege of assisting 10
soldiers who had recently returned from the war in Iraq and
Afghanistan with traumatic brain injuries. The majority of
these injuries were the result of blasts from roadside bombs
(also known as “improvised explosive devices” or IeDs).
The results charted below demonstrate the effectiveness of
brain training for the soldiers we had the honor of working
with in 2009.
Percentile Gains in IQ and Cognitive Skills
Made by 10 Soldiers with TBI
Skill Tested

Percentile Gain

General Intellectual Ability (GIA)
Short-Term Memory
Long-Term Memory
Auditory Processing
Visual Processing
Visual Comprehension
Logic & Reasoning
Executive Processing Speed

37
35
34
31
26
24
23
21
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Step Four: Measuring the Value of
LearningRx Brain Training
“On a Scale of 0 to 10, How Likely Are You to
Recommend This Company to a Friend or Colleague?”

meAsuRING vALue bAseD oN sAtIsfActIoN
One of our very intentional goals as a company is to “WOW”
our customers.
every year, we receive hundreds of testimonies from clients
who are thrilled with the life changing results they’ve
experienced because of brain training at LearningRx (you’ve
had a chance to read some of these real-life stories in the
pages of this report). The stories shared by our students and
their families are a powerful indicator of the value of the
programs we offer.

National
Average

7.5

We also take the time to measure the satisfaction of each
and every LearningRx client using a well-known rating scale.
The Satisfaction Rating asks clients, “On a scale of 0 to 10 (10
being highest), how likely are you to recommend LearningRx
to a friend or colleague?” Our 2011 and 2012 satisfaction
rating, based on over 4,800 customers, was 9.54 out of 10.
This is nearly 27% higher than the national average (among
services that measure customer satisfaction) and one of the
highest ratings in the country.

LearningRx

9.54

0

2

4

6

8

10

meAsuRING vALue bAseD oN ReteNtIoN of GAINs
LearningRx students and their families are clearly happy with our one-on-one brain training programs. But do the results
last? Are the gains made in cognitive skills permanent?
Our method of brain training is designed to move new skills to a subconscious level for permanent results, and one-year
follow-up studies confirm that this is indeed what occurs.
The chart on the next page shows the retention of gains one year later. notice that in one category—Logic & Reasoning—
the gains were not only retained, they continued to grow.
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“Last summer, LearningRx changed my son…forever. How
much difference can three months make? It could end your
child’s learning struggle by the next school year! Most important
is his `I CAN DO IT!’ attitude! Last year at this time, he wouldn’t
have attempted doing one math problem without guidance.
Now, Aaron is willing to try anything. He is also proud that many
of his friends call him about their homework seeking his help. I
told him I was going to email you and he said to tell you all hello
and to make sure you knew he was on the honor roll just like the
kid on the LearningRx commercial he hears on the [radio]! Thank
you! Keep making miracles happen for other children!”
— Ardell from Texas

One-Year Retention of Gains Based on Percentile Scores
Before Brain Training

After Brain Training

One Year Later

Percentage of Improvement
Retained After One Year

Do IQ Gains Last?

80

101%
96%

70
62

60

71

70

68

72

70

70
95%

67
97%

62

60
57
54

50

51

59
55
49

47
44

40
38

37

Word Attack

Short-Term
Memory

Auditory
Processing

Logic &
Reasoning

Visual
Processing

20

Processing
Speed

30

Long-Term
Memory

Percentile

96%

71
97%

Yes! One year later,
clients retained 98% of
their increase in IQ

100%
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meAsuRING vALue bAseD oN cost
It's good to know that LearningRx brain training programs create satisfied clients and lasting results. But for something to
be of exceptional value, it also has to make sense financially.
Below are net reading gains reported by a 2005 Chicago public School study on over 56,000 students after one year of
tutoring. The following chart shows the average net gain in reading made by students enrolled in 30 different tutoring
programs, as well as the average net gain made by students enrolled in the six best-performing tutoring programs. Finally, it
shows the average net gain in reading for LearningRx students.
Based on regional hourly fees for group tutoring and one-on-one brain training ($40 an hour for tutoring and $80 per hour
for LearningRx brain training), the following chart shows what it costs to obtain a one-year reading gain with LearningRx,
as opposed to the average cost of obtaining the same gain with any of the 30 tutoring programs (including the six bestperforming tutoring programs).
Cost Comparison Between LearningRx and Tutoring to Achieve a One-Year Reading Gain

Number of
Students in
Study

Net Reading
Sessions
Gains in
Required to
Years
Get Gains

Sessions
Needed for
a Year Gain

Likely Fee
per Hour
Session

Investment
Required
for a Year
Gain

Investment
Required
for a ThreeYear Gain

LearningRx
ReadRx
training
(2011 and
2012)

2,604

3.1

96

31

$80

$2,477

$7,432

Average of
the top 6
of the 30
Reading
Tutoring
Programs
(Chicago
2005)

1,983

0.24

62

258

$40

$10,320

$30,960

Average of
30 Reading
Tutoring
Programs
(Chicago
2005)

61,466

.09

67

744

$40

$29,760

$89,280

even calculating the hourly rate for one-on-one brain training at twice the hourly rate for tutoring, LearningRx still costs less
than half of what the very best tutoring programs charge—and only 10 percent of what the majority of tutoring programs
charge—for the same result!
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Averages of Dollars Spent to Obtain
a One-Year Gain in Reading Skills

Reading Improvements—Average Skill Years Gained
4

Brain Training
(based on averages of ReadRx
program with LearningRx)

3

Tutoring

$10,320 (based on averages of the top six best-

performing reading tutoring programs)

Tutoring
(based on averages of 30
reading tutoring programs)

0

6000

12000

18000

3.1 Years

Net Gains

24000

$29,760

Years

$2,477

2

1

1 Month

Net Gains

30000

0

All Small
Group Tutoring
Tutoring conducted
over a school year.
Based on results from
30 tutoring programs.

3 Months
Net Gains

Best Small
Group Tutoring

LearningRx
Brain Training

Tutoring conducted over Brain training conducted
a school year. Based on
over six months. Based
results from the top six
on results from all
tutoring programs.
LearningRx Centers.

meAsuRING vALue bAseD oN RetuRN oN INvestmeNt
There is yet another way of measuring value, and it has to do with calculating financial returns received on your investment.
According to the national Longitudinal Survey conducted by the uS Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics, there
is a significant relationship between IQ and earnings.
Of course, factors other than IQ can influence how much money someone makes over a lifetime. Some of these factors are
environmental, such as the socioeconomic status of parents and the quantity and quality of educational opportunities. In a
fascinating study published in the American Economic Review in 20021, however, these environmental influences were largely
removed by studying the IQs and incomes of 733 pairs of siblings.
IQ Group Sibling Sample (733 pairs)

IQ Range

Income at Age 30
(adjusted for 2014)

College Grads

120+

$91,252

82%

110–119

$78,087

56%

90–109

$68,020

19%

80–89

$50,820

5%

<80

$30,460

3%

1 From the National Longitudinal Survey conducted by the US Department of Labor’s Bureau of Labor Statistics. Murray, Charles. 2002. “IQ
and Income Inequality in a Sample of Sibling Pairs from Advantaged Family Backgrounds.” American Economic Review, 92(2): 339-343.
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"I feel like I can achieve my goals on my own:'

"LearningRx has helped me in many ways. Two of them
are in the areas of academics and athletics. Before I
took the program, I would become confused with my
assignments in football plays. After I took the program,
I knew not only my responsibilities, but those of my
teammates as well. In the area of academics, now I am
getting mostly /\s. My confidence has shot up. I feel
more independent in my studies. For me, I feel like I
can achieve my goals on my own. Before, my goals
were achieved with someone holding my hand. Now I
am a more independent person, and I like that."
-

DeShaun from Ohio

The study showed that, other things being equal, a person's IQ significantly and directly impacts their lifetime earnings.
Based on the study results, a gain of even 10 IQ points can result in a $10,067 to $20,360 increase in annual earnings. Multiply
that by 40 years of earnings and the numbers become even more significant.
Since LearningRx training results in higher IQ by an average of 15 points,' this allows us to calculate a financial return on
dollars invested at LearningRx, and is an import.ant factor when measuring the value of brain training. Based on these
numbers, the return in increased income over a lifetime averages out to be $127 for every $1 invested in brain training at
LearningRx.
Return on Investment

Investment , Sl

Return

$l27

$0

$13

$26

$39

$52

$65

$78

$91

$104

$117

$130

CONCLUSION

The numbers tell the story. After brain training at LearningRx, our clients of all ages really do experience the life changing
results of a faster, smarter brain.

1 LearningRx brain training raises IQ by an average of 15 points among students who do all of their training in one of our centers, and by an

average of 14 points across the board, including clients who did some of their training at home.
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rlearnin~g~~
LearningRx helps children and adults who feel held back in school work or life. We
also help people with ADHD, autism, dyslexia, even traumatic brain injuries. We get
scientifically measurable, clinically proven results that are unmatched by any brain
training product or company on the market today.

Learnin_Rx Colorado S. rin_s North
719-550-8263 I www.learningrx.com/colorado-springs-north
Learning Rx Cherry Creek
'.7.19:123-4567

CONFIDENTIAL

LearningRx Fort Collins
719-123-4567

Learning Rx Cherry Creek
719-123-4567

LEARN 001949

LearningRx Works!
As t he largest one-on-one brain t raining company in
the world, we get unmatched results with our unique
"personal trainer" approach, raising IQ an average of
15 points and improving mental skills an average of
30 percentile points. No other program- including
video brain games, tutoring or brain training
websites-gets the dramatic, measurable results that
we get. Our programs guarantee improvements for:
Students of all ages wanting to perform better in
school
Kids and adults with ADHD, autism, dyslexia and
learning disabilities
Beginning students (pre-K through 1st grade) for a
strong launch into a lifetime of learning success
Working adults looking to excel in their careers
Senior adults who want to stay mentally sharp
Victims of strokes and traumatic brain injuries
To discover how brain training can help you or
someone you love, call or visit a Learning Rx Brain
Training Center near you:

, .
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ENRICHMENT

BETTER BRAIN

(9

0

BETTER LIFE
A faster, stronger brain improves the way you
perform at school, at work, in life!

Whether you're a college student, active senior, hardworking
executive, star athlete, or a busy mom juggling the joys and
demands of a growing fa mily, you depend on sharp mental
skills to get you through your day. How well you think, learn,
focus, remember and even pay attention can make the
difference between frustration and success.
At LearningRx, our certified trainers use intense mental
exercise to stimulate the brain to strengthen and build
neural connections. We improve how the brain performs,
enhancing mental skills by an average of 30 percentile
points, and raising IQ an average of 15 to 20 points!'
Our clients say the difference LearningRx brain training
makes in their daily lives is dramatic.

(9

0

W HAT DOES ON E-ON-ONE BRA IN TRA INING DO?

LearningRx uses t he applied science of neuroplasticity to
rewire the brain, strengthening the underlying brain skills
that make thinking and learning possible. Our results are
cl inically proven, scientifically measurable and permanent. We
literally change how t he brain performs, raising IQ an average
of 15 to 20 points and making t hinking, reading, learning,
remembering and paying attention easier than before.

AM I TOO OLD TO IMPROVE M Y BRA IN?

Absolutely not! The science of brain training is based on
neuroplasticity, which refers to the brain's lifelong ability to
grow and change. No matter how old you are, your brain can
increase existing neural pathways and even create new ones.
This means t he way you think and learn - even your IQ! - is
never set in stone. It can always be changed and improved.

(9

HOW DO YOUR PROGRA MS WORK?

0

Our research-based programs are completed over 12 to 32
weeks, and take place in a one-on-one coaching environment
wit h a certified brain trainer. The personal training aspect
of what we do is t he key to our dramatic results. No other
program in existence today comes close to matching our
approach- or our results.

(9

CA N I IMPROVE MY BRA IN BY MYSELF, USING PUZZLES
A ND ONLINE GAMES?

Sharper mental skills enhance every area of life at every stage
of life, which is why our clients include kids and adults of all
ages and circumstances. We help:
Busy parents
Fast-t rack professionals
Professional and weekend athletes

0

Senior adults
Students of all ages
Kids and adults with ADHD, dyslexia, autism, even
traumatic brain injuries
Call us today and schedule a free brain training
demonstration. We're here to help. After all, the better your
brain functions, the easier life can be.

Playing digital brain games inst ead of, say, watching TV is great
for mental maintenance or even small improvements (just like
taking the stairs inst ead of the elevator will keep you healt hy
and even help you lose a few pounds). But for life changing
improvements, you need somet hing more. People w ho are
serious about changing t heir bodies understand t he value
of hiring a personal trainer. In the same way, people who are
serious about changing t heir brains underst and the value of
hiring a personal brain trainer.

Who needs a faster, stronger brain?
Who doesn't?

"I've had problems my whole life with reading s~eed,
multitasking, and focus. The one-on-one training I
received at LearningRx has helped signifi.cantly. M,v.
ability to juggle everyday tasks is far better since mY.
training. I would recommend this program to anyone!"
-

(9

DOES IT LAST?

0

Our programs create results that are dramatic and
lasting - and we've got the numbers to prove it! Using the
gold standard of cognitive skills testing - the Woodcock
Johnson Ill- we measure the cognitive skills of every client
before and after brain training. Whenever possible, we
measure again a full year later. We substantiate everything so
you can make an informed and confident decision about brain
training.The bottom line? Our results are not only unmatched
by any other program out there, they're permanent.

Charles, a LearningRx client

1.le-arn more about our results at: wwwJearnlngx_comlresults
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...for the rest of her life.

LearningRx brain training consists of intense mental exercises that
can actually raise IQ and improve the way your child's brain thinks,
learns, reads, concentrates and remembers, for life. Results of our
clinically proven programs are dramatic and permanent.
• More success in school
• Less time spent doing
homework

• Better memory at
school and home
• An improved attitude about
school, homework-maybe
even life

rlearnin~~~

• Faster mental performance
on the athletic field

• Greater confidence in
every area of life

• Improved ability to focus
• More options for the future

Ask us how to get a
FREE brain training
demonstration

Mention this card and get

for yourself or someone
you care about

the price of a Cognitive

• Improved relationships at

$50.00 OFF
Skills Assessment

...................................................

(719) 555-1212

home

Our programs don't just change brains, they transform lives. Call us
today and find out how brain training can change life for someone
you love.

CONFIDENTIAL

Colorado Springs North Brain Training Center
www.leamingrx.com/oolorado-springs-north
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The Science Behind LearningRx

Information and ideas are tools we need to succeed in every area of
life. The ability to successfully grasp and use these tools, however,
comes from the brain's core cognitive skills.
LeamingRx is the leader in applying the latest in brain science to
dramatically improve how the brain functions in real life scenarios.
Our research-based, one-on-one brain training programs
dramatically and measurably improve cognitive skills in about
12 to 32 weeks. And that means better mental performance in
the classroom, on the job, at home, playing sports or games, even
behind the wheel ofa car.
Inside this booklet you'll find the answers to nine important
questions you need to ask as you consider whether LearningRx
one-on-one brain training is right for you, your child, or your
patient or student.

LEARN 001584
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1. Who

is impacted by
cognitive weakness?
Cognlt I~ skills are the underiylng brain skills that
make It possible to thin~ read. learn, remember and
pay attention.And because we don~ slmpo/ outgrow
weak cognltj~ skills as we age, adults are as likely
to be hindered bycognltj~ skills weaknesses as
children. Those Impacted by cognltl~ weaknesses
Include:
Struggling students
Ollldren or adults with dyslexia or reading struggles
Ollldren or adults with ADHD
Career adults hindered by attention or memory

Issues
Senior adults struggling with memoiy or
processing speed
Children or adults Impacted by autism
Children or adu Its who ~ experienced
cone usslons or TBls

3. What are

the
CONSEQUENCES of
cognitive weaknesses?

most learning and reading
problems?
Acco!dlng to studies. approximately 1096 r:l learnlng
and reading problems among children and adults In
the U.S. are due to poor or Inadequate Instruction.
Another596 are caused by one or more sensory
defects, such as hearing or vision problems. Up to S96
are the result of low modvatlon.
The re<t- roughly 80%of alll&amlng orreadlng
dtffic:uft'" In the US.--are caused by one or
more weak cognlttve skills.

~

-·-·s.....

In fact a tO-yearstudy by the National Institute of
Health provides e~n more specllic Information on
reading struggles. ThlsslUdydetermlned that8896
r:I all reading problems are caused by weakness In a
single cognltl~ skill known as auditory processing,
the ski II that makes It possible to blend, segment and
analyze sounds'.

cognitive skills impact mental performance

on a daily basis?
Cognltt.te skll~arethe undero/lng mentalskll~ necessaiy forthlnklngand learnlng,andaredWlded Into two
Categories. The first Category ls called Actt.le Sidi~ and Includes thecognltwesklllsofAttentlof\ Processing Speed.
and Working Memoiy.These three skills make It possible to pay anentlof\ recet.te. son and prioritize Incoming
lnformatjon. The second category ls called Higher Thinking Skills and Includes four cognitive skills Auditory
flocesslng, \olsual Processlng,Long ·TermMemory,andLoglc &Reasoning. Afterthesese~n cognltj~sklllshave
grasped and processed Incoming Information, that Information Is stored In the KflO'>IAedge Bank for use In school,
work and l~e.

Because cognltwe skills determine how well we thin~
read, learn, remember and pay anentjon, they help
determine our success In school, at w0<1< and In l~e.

The reduced mental perlbrmance caused by e~n
one weak cognltl~ skill can lead to poor self·
esteem, low motjvatlon, disruptive behalAor, poor
selection of fllends, and fewereducatlonal and career
opportunities. All of these things di recto/ Impact life
opportunities, such as earnings and llfes\)'le.

• Alwaysact1veand11.1mng
• hltorNUcallyhandles mat lnfonnatbn
\-.e take In

• Needsto be Dstn::tefficlent
• Serre lnfonnaClon cant be autorNdally
p!OC<~ed
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ACTIVB PROCBSSI NG sYSTBM

THE LEARNING MODEL: HOW YOUR BRAIN WORKS
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2. What are the CAUSES of

4. How exactly do
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HIGHER THINKING
• MentillsklllS)'OUUSetOP"<>CeSSneW
hfOtfNUon
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• C.eni:nlthlnklng abilll'f
• Determlrehowwell)'OU~0teandreta1n
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COGNITIVESl<I U ffflOENCY

'

ACAOfMIC PERfOlMANQ

• Leamedlnbl'Ntlonald data
• Olfi?rent n-om mental prcxaSlng skllls
• Storagemustgowasweage

• Sl.i:e and use are dependent on pnxes.slng
abllltlei

Ukea setr:lmuscles(thebraln]responds
to use and disuse. For the frst time. we are
leamlng to see mental weaknesses as physical
systems In need of training and practice The
brain Is a dynanic, highly sensitj~ yet robust
system that may adapt, lbr bener or wooe. to
almost arry element of Its environment. If we
are going to set about training our brains to
succeed In the world, we certalno/ need to learn

•;•J;fit!ltjlij••
ff. the Learning Model Illustrates,
lnformadon must be processed
through yourcognldve skills
bebre It can be stored In your
Knov1ledge Bank for use lnschool
work or l~e. Ife~n one cog nit we
sklll 5 wea~ It can keep your
brain from being able to 9rasi;1
remember or apply Information
well, no maner how many times
that Information Is presented or
explained by teacher$, tuto._
employers or famllymember$!

about the various factors that can Influence
brain funcdons. - OR.JOHNJ. RATEY,P10ftssor
ofPsychlatr)e HarvardMt dlcal School

How well you do at a new mental task depends on..
The strength and speed ofyour mental skills
(Actl~ Processing System plus Higher Thinking).
The presence of data In your Knov1ledge Bank.

How smart you are =
• Actjve Processing System+ Higher Thinking

What you know =
• Data stored In your Kno,IAedge Bank.
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s. Ifsomeone has problems
reading, learning, thinking,
remembering- even paying
attention- what can be
done?

These neural Information highways form the basis
ofou r cognitive skills. Cognitive skills not ono/
make up IQ, theyalsodeterninehowefficlently
were able to process lolbrmadon lo every are r:I
ourllves.

~ )'04.l or someone )'OU love would benait from

wooger, fasrer mental performance. lhere are three
strategies for )'04.l to choose from

Premier one·on-one brain training- the kind that
dramatlcallylrrproves mental performance In school,
at work and In dallyl~e-ls an end rely different
process lhan tutonng or digital brain training games.

No matter how old we get, our mental abllltles
(and even 10) are never set lo s100e Because the
brain Is always adapdng and bull ding, our ablll\)'
to think, remember and learn Is never stadc -lt can
always be upgraded and Improved!

ACCOMMODATE 1HEWEAKNESS.

This strategy accepts the current
struggles as permanent and copes
by lowering expectations or using
medications to control behavlo' In
school, special
programs that Isolate underperformlng students
are an example of this approach.

7. How is one-on-one brain
training different from
tutoring or digital brain
training websites or games?

()Jr brains have the lifelong abllltyto adapt and
build. It's true! No matrer how old we get, our
brains are always finding new and better ways to
reorganize neural pathways (Information highways.
W)'Ou wll~ and even bulld brand new ones.

Tutoring reteches lnformadon, but It doesn't
address 1he reason the Information didn't stick
In the first place! Senous brain training- done
one·on·one with a personal tralner-ldentllies the
root cause ofleamlng struggles, then addresses
that cause by changing the way the brain thinks,
reads, learns, focuses and remembers. These
lmprovemen1S In mental skills are transferable
to arff class. subject orgrade throughout )'Our
chlld'sent Ire school career. and even on to his or

Vvheneveryou think, learn, or remember, groups of
neurons lnyourbraln pl"o/slcally worktogetherto
accomplish the task. Ifwhat youte trying to do Is
dWficu It or unfamlllar, nearby neurons are drawn Into
the process to help )'OU out.

COMPENSATE FOR THE WEAKNESS.

This approach foe uses on working
around struggles. altenngthe
envlroomentorselecdng goals to
maxlni:ie strengths
while lgocxlog weknesses.

The brain~ abllltyto adapt and grow-reorganizing
neural pathways and even creating new ones- ls
called oeuroplasdclty. Neuroplastlcltyls lhe science
behlodbralo training and 1he baslsr:l ech r:lthe
LeamlngRx brain training programs.

IDENTIFY ANDCORRECTTHE
WEAKNESS. This approach ldendfie;

6.

weak cognldve skills and then, using the
science of neuroplasdclty, creates actual
changes In the brain by rewMng neural

pathways and even creating new ones.
The result? Faster, more efficient mental
processing. This Is the ono/ strategy that Identifies
and corrects the root cause of the struggle, creating
dramatic and permanent Improvements In the way
someone thinks. reads. learns. remembers or pays
attention.

~

-·-·s.....
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The Science of Neuroplastidty

her work caree' Better mental skills also Improve
drl/lng skills, athletic performance, and make tasks
for dally Iwing easier and simple'
While onllne and digital games are great for
mental flexlblllty. studies prove that they do not
create dramatic, Ille changing Improvements In
mental performance.The largeststueo/ondlgltal
brain games followed t t,430 people play Ing
games for six weeks. While players got better at
the games. lhelr ne.v skills didn't transfer to school
or work.' Brain training done with a brain trainer,
however, Is clinically proven to get dramadc
lrrprovements lhat Hrerallychange 1he way lhe
brain performs In school. work and dally l~e.
Anally, our brain training programs are sclendfically
proven to raise IQ by an average of20polntsln 24
weeks (which studies llnktojob a<Nancement and
higher salaries for l~e). Changing IQ Is something
that neither Moring nordlgltal brain training
games have been proven to do.

THE SEVEN KEY INGREDIENTS OF EFFECTIVE BRAIN TRAINING

H ow does one-on-one
brain training work?

LeamlngRx Is a pioneer and leader In the field of
one·on·one brain training, and Is currendythe largest
one·on·one brain training compaf"o/ In the w'Orld.
Here's how ltwor1<s:

@

Bra In tra In Ing must be practiced. Because brain training builds skills. It carit be taught In the
classroom It must bepracdced,llkelemlng toplaytennlsortheplano.

~

Brain training that gets the best results Is done ont·on·ont with a personal trainer. Teaming
with an e<perlenced trainer provides accountablllty, motwadon and- uldmateo/- dramatlc

T

Brain training exercises need to be lntt nst, requlnng concentrated repeddons In orderto build
skills qu k;kly.

f

{

LeamlngRx bralntralnlngpannerseachcllent with
a personal trainer for Intense mental wor1<ou1S that
stimulate the bralntostrengthen, reorganize and
evencreate new neural pathways.lnotherwords.
brain training rewires the brain to perlbrm more
Efliclendythan ever before.

~f

r

Year$ ago, brain science was a mystery. Today, we
understand so much more lhan ever before! For
Instance. today we know that:

results.

Brain tralnlrg exertlses need to be tirgeted In orderto acldress and eliminate specific mental
sklllsgaps.
Brain tralnlrg exertlses need to be done In a particular sequence. Small challenging steps
don't overwhelm the sll.Jdent while forcing the brain to recruit addldooal neurons to handle
Increasingly cornple< tasks.
Bra In tra In Ing exertlses must be piogres..we ~ loaded Loading lncorporares muld-tasklng and
lsafast-trackwaytotake anewsklll and make It amore permanentpartr:lthebraln.
Brain training. to be effect Iv~ requires lmmt dlatt. accuratt fttdback. Instant, effectwe
relnfortement and correction keeps training focused and Intense.

I ""°1COl'Ot:..:lbyhMtdca ~'°"~ \(l)gr'ltet1Wt1 nSun:t $U'lta1'd p.;~ r..o n1ttOl'l l'tNMM1t• 10 JllO ~/hm#NO.llt<OW'rt~lll(VIOOO(V
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s. Why is cognitive testing so
important?

9.Just how effective
is one-on-one brain
training?

HOWDOES"CLOSING THE GAP' ON
COGNITIVE Sl<lLLS WEAKNESS WORK7

Example:The average cognltl~ skills
ranking of all entenng freshmen
students In the Uni led Stales Is
the 81 st percentjle. If 'fOO desire
'fOOr student to at lend college
and be successfi.il. and his 01' her
•~rage score Is lower than the 81 st
percentile. a cognltj~ skills gap
needs to be overcome to Increase
the chance of reall21ng that college
goal. Thi; gap can be nano wed-and
eten closed- with one-on-one brain
training.

At LeamlngRx. we use a baneryofteststhat Include the
Woodcock Johnson lllTeslS of Cognltl~ Abilities andt he
Woodcock Johnson lllTeslS of AchlM!ment.These are the
rrost comprehensl~ and widely recognlZEd cognltl~ skills
lests In use 1llday, and are used by psychologist~ educatm
and doctor> These tesis measure the brain skills that make It
possible to think, learn. read, remerrber and focus.
Testing belbre and after b<aln training allow; us to Identify
;pecllic cognltwe weaknesses, creale a cu;tomlzed >Erle> of
el<l!rcl;e; to target tho;e cognltwe ;kill;, andthen sclentllicalo/
mea;ure Improvement> In tho;e ;kill;.

The results of LearnlngRx b<aln
training programs speak f01'
themsel~s. In fa<;\ our students
lest higher In IQ-an average r:l l 5
polnis hlgher- afler complletlng
brain training with LearnlngRx
How does thl; tran;lale Into real l~e
changes?
With stronger cognldve ;kill; and
ahigher 10. our student> learn
thing; faster and ea;lerthan
M!rbefore.

75

- •-

. . Pre·TH Score

. . Post-Test Score

59

.....

•

They have measurably better
memory skills and concentration.

ScoiebyPe1«ntile~hell'l)'O.H C:hildR11tesOJtOrlOO)

..,..

They perform better In the
classro01'n on the athletic lield
and even behind the wheel r:I
acar.

Awiageent,ancaof 1llcdlogebourd •udmts

""'
10..

TheyrEl)01't having greater
confidence In academics and
lnllfe.

"'"'
""'
.,..

They're more likely to graduate
from college.
They have an edge In their

careers.

""'

,,,..

And because there~ a link
between IQ and Income. they're
M!n llkelyto make more money.

....
~
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Memory

Visual
Pioasslng

Logic&
Reasoning

Word

Auditory

Attack

Processing

56

54

50

50
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25
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I 2s •

Logic&

Reasoning

COGNITIVE SKILLS PROALE

\

BEFORE AND AFTER BRAIN TRAINING

24 .

25 .

Short-Term Pl'oceossing
Memory
Speed

2s •

55
St

26

Auditory
Visual
Long-Term
Procesislng Pl'ocesslng Memory

Theabove chartshows beforwnd-afte1re9Jlt.s b1 Leaming!« stvdent.s af'to1
¥1 a'w'erage r:) 18 wwks r:Jbrain training, It showsptrctntlt imPfOVOTlentsin
thosewl'lo initial~ tested below the ~th percentile. Percentile measuieswhere
someone would r¥1k in aline r:J 100 peOf:lle baie:I on their scores. These clie'lts
ll'IOV«t up in line anavera9Cof 29p0ints.

When MEI Issa frst came to LeamlngRx; her reading was
extremelyp001' and her ability to sound out words was almost
unheard r:I! Our fanily tjme became :aero due to lengthy nights
r:lh01'neW01'k and studying f01' lests. Homew01'k tool< her around
three hours each night - with my asslsiance!We had tned a
prwatetutor, afler~chool program; provided by the ;chool, and
lot> of praying, but nothing ;eemed towo11< .
My hu;band and I decided totryLearnlngRx[becau;elt)wa;
like nothing we had ever ;een. Thank goodnes; we did! Mell;sa';
reading ha; Improved ;o much and, just a; lmportanto/. ;he now
ha; the ;kill; to 'decode' word; ;he doesn~ know! She ha; the
confidence that wasn~ there bebre. She no longercalls herseW
tlumb'or'stupkfl am am~d at the lmpr~ments the program
has made In her!Thanks again to LearnlngRx.We actualo/ eat
dlnnerasafamlo/agaln!
- S.SLOAN

ProceSiSing
Speed
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Brain Training: A Smart Investment
LearningRx brain trai ning-done one-on-one in a coaching
environment-raises IQ by an average of 15 to 20 points,
which statistics link to higher salaries. In fact, a study by the US
Department of Labor Statistics showed that a gain of even 10
IQ points can resu lt in a $9,000toS18,000 increase in annual
earnings1. Multiply that by 40 years of employment and the
numbers become even more impressive!
LearningRx brain training is proven to increase IQ by an average
of 15 points or more. That means for every dollar spent on brain
t raining, there's a return of S127 over a client's lifetime.2

Income at age 30
(adjusted for 2012)'

120+

$89,045

110-11 9

$76,198

90--109

$66,374

80- 89

$49,591

<80

$29,723

H ow D oes Brain Training
Compare to Tutoring?

3

2

3 Months
Net Gains

1 Month
Net Gains

0

IQ Range

All Small
Group Tutoring

Best Small
Group Tutoring

Tutoring conducted Ol.E1

Tutomg oonducted OYet a
school yeat Based on

aschool)61r.Baseclon
results l1om 30 tutoring

programs.'

iesults from the k>p 6
tuf()'ing pro;¥al'Tl.$.J

learning Rx
Brain Training
Braintr.Wting
oonducted OYet 6
months. Based on
results t1om al
LearrW'lgRx Centets.1

Statistics show that, dollar for dollar, brain training
is seven times more effective than tutoring. This
is because, while the hourly rate for one-on-one
brain training is more than the hourly rate for group
tutoring, bra in training produces results so quickly
that it can cost literally thousands of dollars less than
tutoring for the same improvements!2
Plus, tutoring reteaches information that a student
might not have grasped the first t ime around. Brain
t raining physically reorganizes neural pathways,
creating a faster, smarter brain for a lifetime!

GENERAL INTELLECTUALABILITY (GIA) PERCENT OF
GAIN RETAINED ONE YEAR LATER: 100%

D oes It Last?
Our programs create results that are dramatic and lasting-and
we've got the numbers to prove it! Using the gold standard of
cognitive skills testing- the Woodcock Johnson Ill- we measure
the cognitive skillsof every client before and after brain training.
Whenever possible, we measure again a full year later.
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But don't take our word for it. Check out these General Intellectual
Ability (GIA) scores, also known as IQ scores. GIA is a composite
score determined by the performance of the brain's core cognitive
skills. This chart shows average GIA scores of our clients before
brain t raining, immediately after, and a year later. Fourteen months
after brain training, our clients retain 100% of their gains! 2

1 From the Nauonal Loogtudlnal St.111ey conducted by the US Department or Labor~
Bureau or Labor Stat1sucs._
2 See our reslits <1twwwJeam1ngrx.comlresults
3 Based oo aChleago School OtSlllct study followtng 56/XYJ students. For the ltll study,
VIS3t: hnp-//WwwJearntngrx.com/downloods/CPS_lleadtngT<n0<lng_StudY¢
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Results from 125Leomingllx dientswhocompleted follow-up
testing apptoximotely 14 months afier completing their
Learningllx training.
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